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Executive summary 

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) sent 
a ten-member international delegation of election specialists and 
Eastern European experts to observe the May 20, 1990 election of 
the Romanian President and Constituent Assembly. Members of the 
delegation observed the electoral process in the period of May 10-
26 in some fifty polling stations in three regions of Romania: 
Bucharest and adjoining judets (counties); Brasov and Covasna 
Judets; and the Bacau and Harghita Judets. The delegation both 
observed election day procedures and conducted meetings with the 
primary political actors to discuss the electoral process. 1 

The IFES delegation was offered free access to all stages and 
elements of the electoral process during its visit to Romania. 
This was the result of the Romanian Government's decision, soon 
after the announcement of the May election, to open the process to 
international observers. The Central Electoral Bureau (CEB) was 
authorized to invite and accredit international observers. 
Approximately 500 observers monitored the May 20 election. 

Based upon its observations and interviews, the delegation 
concludes that the choice of Ion Iliescu as President and the 
composition of the Constituent Assembly appears to accurately 
reflect the ballots cast during the May 20 election. The 
delegation found, with only few exceptions, that individuals were 
able to cast their ballots in secret and without fear of 
intimidation, and that ballots were counted accurately. 

However, the delegation did find significant cause for concern 
with the Romanian electoral process. Specifically, the delegation 
was concerned with 1) flaws in election day procedures, 2) a lack 
of understanding and appreciation of the electoral process among 
the electorate and 3) the violent character of the campaign period. 
Because of the magnitude of these latter two concerns, most in the 
delegation departed Romania with serious reservations about 
viability of the electoral process as a whole. 

First, by the standards of elections in countries with 
established democratic traditions, the Romanian electoral process 
showed significant procedural fl·aws.. The delegation witnessed the 
following inconsistencies on election day: 

Meetings were held with the following parties and groups: 
the National Salvation Front, the Hungarian Democratic Union, the 
National Liberal Party, the Peasants' Party Christian and 
Democratic, the Social Democratic Party, the National Democratic 
Party, the Group for Social Dialogue, Fratia-Independent Trade 
Union, and the Students' League. 

1 
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4. 
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2 

Unauthorized persons providing unsolicited assistance to 
voters; 

Unauthorized persons assisting in vote tabulation 
procedures; 

Technically inaccurate implementation of tabulation 
procedures; 

Campaign propaganda posted within 500 meters of the 
polling stations; 

Improperly sealed or unsealed ballot boxes; 

Inconsistent implementation of the national 
identification stamping procedures; 

The above procedural inconsistencies did not appear to 
influence profoundly the outcome of the election. 2 However, 
measures must be taken to resolve these inconsistencies prior to 
subsequent elections in order to guarantee that future abuses of 
the electoral process do not occur. 

Second, the delegation found a great deal of confusion among 
voters as to proper balloting procedure and a general lack of 
understanding about the voting process. In some instances, voters 
took up to ten minutes to cast their ballots. The combination of 
this lack of voter education with severely limited space and 
inadequately staffed polls resulted in an unbearably slow election: 
it was typical for voters to wait up to three hours in line to cast 
their ballots. A voter education program which adequately prepares 
the electorate for future elections is therefore highly 
recommended. 

Third, the delegation found reason to be concerned with the 
conduct of the campaign. Specifically, the delegation was troubled 
by the unwillingness of President Iliescu to adequately respond to: 

2 The meaning of this statement is precise: the relative 
number of votes received by the presidential candidates and parties 
was not profoundly influenced by the inconsistencies listed. It 
must be noted that there was considerable debate among the members 
of the delegation about the extent to which these inconsistencies 
influenced the election. Although the consensus was that the 
influence was probably minimal, some insisted that it could have 
been up to several percentage points. It was noted, however, that 
with this particular result -- an assembly in which the FSN hovers 
around the 2/3 majority needed to pass any legislation without 
debate -- the margin of victory has a significant impact upon the 
way in which the constituent Assembly will conduct its business in 
the future. 
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Genuine and documented instances of violence and 
intimidation of parties in opposition to the National 
Salvation Front in the period of election campaigning; 
and 

Reasonable complaints by the same parties in the same 
period of unfair access to radio, television and print 
media. 

Although the delegation did not find evidence to support 
allegations of conspiracy by the leadership of the National 
Salvation Front against the political opposition, the unwillingness 
of the President to acknowledge and to take timely and adequate 
measures to correct these blatant abuses had a significant 
inhibiting impact upon the freeness and fairness of the campaign. 
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I. Introduction 

On May 20, the Romanian people went to the polls to cast 
ballots in the country's first multi-party elections since 1946. 
The road to the May 20 Romania election was, when compared to the 
transitions toward democracy in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and 
the German Democratic Republic, not an easy one. The first steps 
were taken at great cost in the last days of December, when the 
region's last despot was removed in a bloody coup. 

In the months after the ouster of Nicolai Ceausescu in 
December, some 80 political parties formed. The most significant 
of these parties were the National Salvation Front (FSN or Front), 
led by interim president Ion Iliescu, the three "traditional" 
parties - the National Liberal party, the Peasants' party, and the 
Social Democratic party - and the Hungarian Democratic Union. 
Other parties, ranging greatly in both size and stance, included 
the Ecological Movement and parties claiming to be more centrist 
in scope. 

The political activity of these parties was augmented by the 
emergence of strong civic and trade organizations. The Students' 
League, instrumental in setting in motion the events of December, 
continued to playa vital role in the development of the democratic 
process. The Group for social Dialogue also served as an important 
catalyst in the growing dialogue on pressing political, social and 
economic problems. Fratia, the newly formed Free Trade Union, 
provided a competitive alternative to the traditional party trade 
union. 

At stake in the May 20 election was the Presidency and seats 
in the Constituent Assembly. The Constituent Assembly, consisting 
of the 119 seat Senate and 387 seat Assembly of Deputies, is 
charged with the drafting of a new constitution. The Constituent 
Assembly must fulfill this mandate within eighteen months, at which 
point the government will set the next round of presidential and 
parliamentary elections to take place within a year. 

Scope of IFES Activities in Romania 

In April 1990, the International Foundation for Electoral 
Systems (IFES) received a grant in the amount of $261,100 from the 
National Endowment for Democracy (NED) to conduct a range of 
activities in Romania and Bulgaria. IFES began its activities in 
Romania April 1-7 with a pre-election assessment team visit. 
During its visit in April, the team conducted interviews with the 
primary political parties and with representatives of the primary 
civic organizations, the Group for social Dialogue and the 
Students' League. The report written by this team, published by 
IFES in early May, provided an analysis of the electoral law and 
of the institutions set up to administer the May 20 election. 
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The report described a nation in the midst of dramatic and 
emotional change. The FSN and the primary opposition parties 
quickly polarized and embarked upon a vitriolic and abusive 
negative campaign against one another. This polarization created 
a similar split in a population still emotionally charged by the 
events of December. By April 1, there had been serious violence 
in the countryside, mostly directed at members of opposition 
parties involved in campaigns. 

The April report also details criticism of the government by 
opposition parties for limiting access of the opposition parties 
to television, and for the pro-Front slant offered to the 
population in all television news coverage. The opposition parties 
were also critical of the government's decision to ostensibly 
ameliorate shortages of paper by limiting production of newspapers. 
The report further describes claims by the opposition parties that 
papers, once printed, were not being faithfully distributed to the 
population outside of the primary cities. 

The second phase of IFES activities in Romania encompassed the 
transfer of election commodities to assist the Central Electoral 
Bureau in administering the May 20 election. During the pre
election assessment mission, the IFES delegation asked the CEB 
whether they desired such assistance and asked them to provide a 
list of useful commodities. The Romanian Government, sensitive to 
the need to provide international legitimacy to their electoral 
process, decided to allow delegations of international observers 
free and unfettered access to the electoral process. IFES was 
asked by the CEB to assist in the accreditation procedures of 
international observers. 

IFES was able to gain the support of the Polaroid Corporation 
in this accreditation project. Polaroid agreed to provide, as a 
loan and free of charge, four ID4 system cameras to the Central 
Electoral Bureau for use in producing photo-ID's for all 
international observers. Polaroid also volunteered to send two 
representatives to train technicians at the CEB in the use of the 
cameras, and to advise the CEB throughout.the project on effective 
organization. At the request of the CEB, IFES purchased' enough 
supplies' to produce photo identification cards for the 5,000 
observers anticipated by the Romanian government. 

Ten days prior to the election, representatives from Polaroid 
and from IFES arrived in Bucharest with the cameras and supplies. 
Over the course of the next ten days, the Polaroid representatives 
worked with the Central Electoral Bureau to produce all photo lD's 
used by the international observers. 

The third component of IFES activities in Romania was the 
dispatch of a ten member delegation of election specialists and 
Eastern European experts to Romania to observe the May 20 election. 
Two members of delegation were sent to Bucharest on May 10, and 
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conducted interviews with representatives from the political 
parties and civic organizations. The balance of the delegation 
arrived on Thursday, May 17. 

The goal of the observer delegation was to continue the work 
begun by the pre-election assessment team in April. The observer 
team set as its goal the documentation of the last six weeks of the 
campaign period and of election day procedures, including the 
administration of balloting procedures and of the process of vote 
tabulation. The methodology employed by the delegation to achieve 
these goals was the use of interviews with primary political 
actors, parties and organizations in the ten days prior to the 
election and first-hand observation of the electoral process on 
election day and in the days after the election. 

This report describes the electoral process as observed by 
members of the IFES delegation during the period of May 10-26; 
1990. The body of the report is divided into two areas: first, a 
description of the last six weeks of the campaign period; and 
second, a description of the balloting and tabulation procedures. 
The electoral law and structures developed to implement the 
election were described in great detail in the earlier IFES report, 
and will only be covered when necessary in this report. 

In general terms, the members of the delegation were troubled 
both by the violent nature of the campaign period, and by 
significant flaws, inconsistencies and irregularities in the 
balloting and tabulation process. Each section will detail the 
problem areas encountered by the delegation, and will conclude with 
a series of recommendations to improve upon the process prior to 
the next round of elections. 

II. The Conduct of the Election campaign 

The National Salvation Front enjoyed tremendous popularity in 
the weeks following the removal of Ceausescu. Widely regarded as 
the force which rid the country of its most hated dictator, the 
Front was extremely popular for its initial decision to act as 
temporary stewards of power and not to participate in the multi
party electl.on which would create the next government. 

The Front's decision, on January 23, to form a party and to 
participate in the election was met with criticism by both newly 
forming pol i tical parties and by the students' groups. This 
criticism was accompanied by massive protest in Bucharest, and 
resulted in the formation of a Provisional National unity council 
(PNUC) to replace the ruling National Salvation council. The PNUC 
consisted of 253 representatives of different political parties and 
movements, but was still effectively under the control of the 
leadership of the Front. 
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The PNUC drafted and approved all laws regarding both the 
campaign period and the election. 3 While the laws, in theory, 
seemed to provide a framework within which the political campaigns 
might be conducted on equal footing, the character of the campaign 
period unfortunately worked to the detriment of the electoral 
process. 

The atmosphere in Romania upon the arrival of the first 
members of the observer delegation on May 9 was marked by 
aggravated mistrust and fear. In follow-up meetings with parties 
and civic organizations, the members of the delegation were told 
that the violence and intimidation had increased in the last month 
of the campaign. Two of the primary opposition parties called for 
a postponement of the election, claiming that the opposition 
parties had not had adequate time to prepare for the election or 
to communicate their message to the people. 

The students began a continuous demonstration on University 
Square to protest the character of the campaign and the policy of 
the Iliescu regime on April 21. Fueled by the principles 
enumerated in the Timisoara Proclamation and the memories of Tirgu 
Mures4 , the demonstration enjoyed the active support of thousands 
of Bucharest residents. Talks between the Students' League and 
Iliescu broke down approximately three weeks before election day, 
and the tension between the government and the students increased 
almost daily. 

In interviews with parties and civic organizations in the last 
week of the campaign, members of the IFES delegation were alerted 
to a range of criticisms and problems with the campaign period. 
One of the most common complaints heard was that there had been 
inadequate time for the opposition parties to develop and to spread 
their message to the population. The lack of political education 
and experience within the population at large was a primary concern 
of many parties and organizations, and, indeed, an ironic feeling 
of mistrust of the average voter seemed apparent in interviews with 
representatives of the traditional parties. 

By far the most serious c~mplaints about the campaign period, 
however, were those concern1ng the widespread occurrence of 
violence against members of parties in opposition to the FSN and 
those concerning limited access to the television and print media. 
It must be noted that while the occurrence of violence and 

3 These provisions were passed by 250 of the PNUC' s 253 
members, with one vote against and two abstentions (See IFES' April 
report) . 

4 See page 7, "Romania in the Wake of Ceausescu: An 
Assessment of the Romanian Electoral System on Election Eve," IFES 
Report, May 1990. 
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intimidation was not disputed, evidence or proof supporting 
allegations about the nature of this intimidation was not always 
offered or available during interviews with parties and civic 
organizations. In the absence of such evidence or proof, the 
members of the delegation were left with the choice of dismissing 
the charges as hearsay or treating the charges as representative 
of the truth. On the whole, it was the judgement of the members 
of the delegation to treat the characterizations offered by 
representatives of the opposition as indicative of serious and real 
problems. 

Widespread Violence and Intimidation 

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of the campaign period was 
the widespread occurrence of violence and intimidation against the 
"traditional" opposition parties. Attempts by candidates and 
campaign workers from parties in opposition to the FSN generally 
-- and by the Peasants' and Liberal parties specifically -- to hold 
rallies and to put up posters in villages were met with open 
hostility and physical attacks, and these parties soon became 
discouraged from actively campaigning outside the main cities. 
This effectively prevented a large percentage of the population, 
mainly in areas outside of the primary cities, from being exposed 
to the platforms and ideas of parties other than the FSN. 

The nature of the violence was characterized in different ways 
by the parties and groups with whom the IFES delegation met. 
Representatives from the traditional parties charged that FSN 
activists were responsible for organizing an active campaign of 
violence and intimidation against the opposition. Cornel Coposu, 
President of the National Peasants' Party, presented the delegation 
with a detailed listing of the victims of this violence, and 
claimed his appearance at rallies outside of Bucharest was always 
preceded by the arrival of bus loads of FSN activists whose sole 
purpose was to provoke violence. 

underlying the Front's ability to organize and propagate such 
a campaign, according to the Peasants' and Liberal party 
representatives, was the continuation of ·the structure of former 
Securitate and Communist activists both in the cities and in the 
villages. The failure of the FSN to provide an accounting of the 
Securitate did much to foment fear and paranoia among the 
population and the opposition parties. The number of Securitate 
killed, wounded or captured during the violence in December was 
never made public. Likewise, the fate of the thousands of 
securitate operatives was never announced, giving rise to rumors 
that the securitate apparatus had been maintained and was being 
used by the Front in its efforts to consolidate power. 

Furthermore, according to the traditional parties, although 
the events of December resulted in the removal of the former party 
bosses at the national and judet level, in most cases these 
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individuals were simply replaced by their former deputies. And, 
in the case of almost every village, the Mayor (who was always the 
village party first secretary) was not removed from power. Thus, 
concluded the traditional parties, the entire structure used by 
Ceausescu to control Romania is still in place and is being used 
by Ion Iliescu to consolidate power. 

The claim that the FSN was responsible for employing a 
structure of Securitate and party activists to organize a campaign 
of violence was not, however, corroborated by all those with whom 
the delegation met prior to the election. The existence of a 
structure of activists under the employ of the FSN was downplayed 
or denied by representatives from Fratia-Independent Trade Union, 
the Group for Social Dialogue, and, of course, by the FSN itself. 

Mariana Celac, of the Group for Social Dialogue, offered 
another interpretation of the reasons behind the inability of the 
"traditional" opposition parties to effectively spread their 
platform outside of the main cities. A majority of these villages, 
from the beginning of the campaign, were considered to be a "lost 
cause," and the parties deliberately decided to avoid campaigning 
there. She agreed that the "tradi tional" parties were so 
intimidated by early acts of violence that they were discouraged 
from continuing an active campaign in the villages in the final 
weeks of the campaign, but did not attribute the blame for the 
violence directly on the leadership of the Front. 

Miron Mitrea, President of the Fratia (Brotherhood), the 
independent trade union confederation, also minimized the 
significance of claims that former Communist activists were being 
utilized by the Front to propagate acts of violence and 
intimidation. Of greater political significance to Mitrea was 
Iliescu's decision to allow many old-style bureaucrats to join the 
Front after the December revolution. This, he believed, would 
eventually damage Iliescu's ability to maintain power, because this 
"middle layer" was the same group which allowed the economy to 
founder under Ceausescu. By maintaining this bureaucracy, Iliescu 
will guarantee continued poor economic performance. without 
significant improvement over his tenure, Iliescu would not stand 
a good chance of re-election in the future. 

Perhaps the strongest argument against the claim that the FSN 
was actively organizing a campaign of violence and intimidation 
against the opposition parties came from a western diplomat who has 
been stationed in Bucharest for almost two years. According to his 
observations, the vast majority of these acts of violence were 
propagated by fervent local supporters of the FSN, and went so far 
as to say that the actions of such individuals were basically out 
of the control of the national leadership of the party. He 
discounted the importance of local networks of former Securitate 
and communist activists. 
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Access to the Media 

A second major criticism by members of the opposition in the 
campaign period was that of unfair access to and use of the media. 
The campaign law provided for equal time on television for the 
broadcast of party advertisements, and generally all parties agreed 
that they were given their time. However, parties were asked to 
tape their own advertisements, and there were complaints that 
parties were not given proper assistance in the production of 
commercials. The result was shoddy, amateurish advertising for the 
majority of the parties while others -- most significantly the FSN 
-- enjoyed the full support of producers and directors and produced 
more professional advertisements. 5 

Further criticism was offered of the television station due 
to the extent to which it profiled, always favorably, the daily 
activities of PNUC President Iliescu. The amount of television 
time, in the end, accorded to Iliescu and the leadership of the FSN 
was much greater than that offered any other candidate or party. 
The delegation heard arguments from some that the advantages 
enjoyed by Iliescu and the Front in the media were justified 
because of their status as incumbents: others, however, were quick 
to ask from which election did Iliescu and the Front derive status 
as incumbents. 

As important as the advantages enjoyed by Iliescu in 
television media were those enjoyed in the print media. All 
newspapers in Romania are published in the state Publishing House, 
which remained under the effective control of the government. 
Support for official newspapers, which remained loyal to Iliescu, 
was much greater than support for the smaller newspapers which 
burgeoned after December. When it became necessary, because of a 
severe paper shortage, to curtail the number of newspapers printed, 
the PNUC put into effect across the board reductions of papers. 
The cuts had a more devastating impact upon the smaller papers, 
with their smaller circulations and more limited distribution, than 
upon the major newspapers. 

Complaints were also heard about a failure -to -distribute 
newspapers outside of Bucharest and the other major cities. The 
delegation heard claims that entire runs of newspapers bound for 
outlying areas were sequestered and hidden, then returned to 
Bucharest as "unsold" copy. Allegations of destruction of 
newspapers were also heard by members of the delegation. 

5. This characterization was offered by Radu Zilisteanu, Vice 
President of the National Democratic Party and Vice President of 
the Parliamentary commission for Labor and Social Assistance, 
Provisional National unity council. It should be noted, however, 
that the National Liberal Party ran several extremely professional 
commercials, possibly produced outside of Romania. 
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other Facets of the Campaign Period 

1. Impact of Pre-election Salary and Pension Increases 

From discussions with dissidents and opposition party 
representatives, and as supported by random interviews with 
residents in villages outside of the main cities, the increase of 
peasant pensions and the increase of some miners' salaries were 
instrumental in securing voter allegiance to Iliescu and the FSN 
among large segments of the population. 

Peasant pensions were increased from approximately 80 lei to 
500 lei monthly. While this represented a six to seven fold 
increase, most of those with whom we spoke believed it was a 
justified increase notwithstanding the political benefit that 
accrued to Iliescu. 

The increase for miners, on the other hand, elici ted no 
sympathetic opinion from intellectuals or opposition parties. The 
coal miners had, since January, proved to be faithful supporters 
of Iliescu and the FSN in the face of student opposition. The 
increases were not extended to all miners; however, the targeting 
criteria were not elaborated. Reportedly, salaries for miners were 
increased from 2,000 to 5,800 lei per month. These increases were 
widely viewed as rewards for past loyalty and incentives for 
continuing support. Beyond the unfair political advantage gained, 
these raises were viewed as depleting scarce funds and inconsistent 
with the upcoming sacrifices that will have to be borne as the 
country addresses the problems of its economy. 

2. Problems with Campaign Finance 

Another significant problem which developed during the 
. campaign period was the great disparity between the limited funds 

made available to the opposition parties and the free accessibility 
to government funding and materials enjoyed by the FSN. without 
adequate disclosure provisions drawn into the electoral law, the 
FSN was able to use without limit both governmental funds and, 
reportedly, moneys from the coffers of the defunct Communist Party. 
(An accounting of the funds left by the party has still not 
occurred) . 

The most obvious abuse of government resources enjoyed by the 
FSN was the free and unlimited access to governmental buildings, 
staffs, cars and information technology. Allegations, though 
impossible to substantiate, were also made by the parties that the 
FSN had access to more and better quality paper for its campaign 
posters. 

It should be noted, however, the an unknown measure of foreign 
financial support was also received by some of the opposition 
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parties. Neither the FSN nor the opposition parties appear to have 
complied with the electoral law's financial declaration provision, 
nor was there any effort to enforce this provision. 

Fair competition, in the future, will be impossible without 
a check on the ability of the party in power to use government 
resources, and difficult without more stringent financial 
disclosure laws aimed at all participants in the electoral process. 

Conclusions 

The widespread occurrence of violence in the countryside had 
a destructive effect upon the overall freeness and fairness of the 
May 20 election in Romania. Members of the traditional opposition 
parties were intimidated enough to cease most campaign activities 
in most villages well before the formal campaign deadline of May 
18. The group most affected by this unfortunate occurrence was the_ 
rural population, who were not given the benefit of exposure to the 
different platforms and ideas of the opposition, and who -- in 
general lacked the political consciousness necessary to 
critically assess the information which it did receive from 
television and other media. 

It is difficult, based upon the information collected by the 
delegation, to determine the cause of the violence. These acts of 
violence may have been, to a large degree, the result of local FSN 
officials or supporters acting on their own volition or at the 
request of other local supporters or officials. certain cases, 
however, show a degree of forethought and organization which 
suggest more elaborate and coordinated planning. As a general 
principle, the delegation observed a tendency to lay blame for any 
violence -- regardless of the circumstances -- on the central 
leadership of the Front. The delegation did not find direct 
evidence to support this allegation. 

Nonetheless, Ion Iliescu and the leadership of the FSN must 
by held accountable for the problems encountered during the 
campaign period. The unwillingness of the leadership to 
acknowledge the magnitude of the problems-,and to take adequate and 
timely measures to correct them had a significant inhibiting impact 
upon the freeness and fairness of the campaign and of the entire 
electoral process. 

At a very minimum, President Iliescu could have made 
statements condemning the actions of those behind the violence and 
assuring the population that they should feel free to vote for 
whomever they choose. His failure to make even this simple gesture 
raises serious questions about his level of commitment to the 
process of democratization in Romania. 

A high priority must be placed upon the eradication of these 
problems prior to subsequent elections. One remedy for the violent 
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character of the campaign would be the promotion, by the electoral 
bureaus, of organized debates in rural areas between candidates. 
This could show the population that it is possible for candidates 
with differing views to share a platform peacefully, and would 
hopefully promote peaceful campaign practices in the future. 

Equal in importance to the promotion by the government of non
violent campaigns is the promotion of free and independent media. 
The government should eliminate all obstacles to the establishment 
of independent television studios and production, independent 
printing houses, and independent presses. Recent statements by 
President Iliescu which indicate an unwillingness to allow a free 
and independent media to develop should be viewed as a serious 
impediment to the continued growth of democracy in Romania. 

III. Balloting and Tabulation Procedures 

On Saturday, May 19 the ten member IFES delegation split into 
five teams. Teams one through three were based in Bucharest, and 
limited their election observation activities to the city of 
Bucharest and the judets adjoining Bucharest. Team four traveled 
to Bacau, and observed elections in the Bacau and Harghita Judets. 
Team Five traveled to Brasov, and visited the Covasna and Brasov 
Judets. 

On the whole, the delegation observed an electoral process 
which, though replete with inconsistencies and flaws, appeared to 
allow the population to cast ballots in secrecy and faithfully and 
accurately tabulate the votes cast. 

The electoral law and the administrative structures designed 
to implement the electoral law were described extensivelY in the 
pre-election assessment report. The following section reviews 
those balloting and tabulation procedures observed on election day 
and in the days following the election, and offers an analysis of 
the efficacy of the system. 

General Overview of the Balloting and Tabulation Procedure 

In accordance with the electoral law, the president of the 
electoral bureau of the polling place arrived at the polling place 
on the eve of the elections at 6:00 p.m., and began preparing the 
polling station "to ensure correctness of the voting operations" 
(Art. 54) . At 5:00 a.m. on election day, the vice-president and the 
other polling workers arrived. In the presence of the 
representatives, the president checked the ballot boxes, electoral 
lists, ballots and stamps, then sealed the ballot box. At 6:00 
a.m., the polling place was opened to the voters. 

Polling stations were generally uniform in set-up. Each 
station was contained in one room, ~Ihich in turn contained a long 
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table at which the polling officers were seated, four to six6 

booths, and a very large ballot box. The boxes were generally 
constructed out of plywood, covered with paper and sealed with a 
thick white tape. 

Upon entering the polling station, the voter proceeded to the 
long table. The tables were usually divided into several sec;:tions. 
At the first, the voter presented his/her Romanian identity papers 
(ID) and was checked against the electoral list. If the name was 
found, the list was checked and the ID was stamped with the "votat" 
(vote) stamp. If the name did not appear on the list, the name was 
added and the ID stamped. At the second point, the voter exchanged 
his/her ID for a "votat" stamp and a set of three ballots 
(President, Senate, Deputy). By law, each ballot must be stamped 
on the back cover with the polling site stamp. These ballots were 
either stamped with the polling site stamp as they were passed to 
the voter, or pre-stamped prior to the opening of the poll by 
polling workers. In a third section, the President and Deputy were 
usually. seated and directed the entire process. 

After receiving the ballot, the voter proceeded to the booth. 
Each ballot contained boxes in which the name of the party, the 
symbol of the party and list of candidates were printed. with the 
stamp (usually inked by the polling official before giving it to 
the voter) the voter firmly marked within the borders of the box 
which contains his/her choice. 

The voter then exited the booth, folded the ballot so that the 
polling stamp was on the outside and placed the ballots in the 
envelope. The envelope was deposited, unsealed, into the ballot 
box. The voter then returned the "votat" stamp to the polling 
official, received his/her ID, and exited the polling station. 

At 11:00 p.m., the polling station was closed.? All unused 
ballots were annulled, usually by writing in pen "anulat" across 
the front cover and drawing a line across every second page on the 
ballot. The number of annulled ballots were then counted and the 
number recorded. 

6 In Brasov and Covasna, the delegation 
polling stations with nine or ten booths. 

observed many 

? By late afternoon on election day, it was clear that a 
number of polling stations would still have voters in line at 11:00 
p.m. The Central Electoral Bureau sent a message to all judets 
bureaus indicating that polling stations should stay open until 
everyone in line at 11:00 p.m. had voted. Thus, some polling 
stations were open well beyond midnight, and rumors were heard 
about polling stations which stayed open as late as 3:00 a.m. on 
Monday morning. 
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At this point, the ballot boxes were opened. The ballots were 
removed from their envelopes and separated according to office. 
The ballots were then counted, with the president reading each 
ballot and announcing the result of the ballot (Art.65). Any 
ballots not bearing the polling site stamp, not bearing the "votat" 
stamp, or bearing stamps for more than one candidate or party were 
disqualified. All valid ballots were recorded by a member of the 
electoral bureau. 

Upon completion of the count, the final tally was recorded in 
a standard form (one each for the offices of President, Senate and 
Deputy) which included: a) the number of electors, according to the 
electors' list; b) the actual number of electors who voted in the 
polling station; c) total number of valid votes; d) the number of 
void votes; e) the number of votes for each candidate or party; f) 
a short expose of the complaints and appeals and of the solutions 
to such appeals given by the constituency electoral bureaus. These 
reports were then signed by the bureau president and the members 
of the polling station bureau, 

These reports, with the ballots, were transferred by armed 
guard to the judet level electoral bureau. The ballots were then 
stored, while the results of the polling district were entered onto 
the computer system. 

Each of the 40 judets was provided with the following 
equipment by the Central Electoral Bureau in Bucharest for the 
tabulation of the vote: 

a. 2 (sometimes 3) IBM-AT compatible PC's manufactured by 
RCD (Romania-Control Data - a joint venture) with an 
internal 20, megabyte hard drive and 3 1/2" micro-disk 
drive. Each PC was equipped with a color monitor. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

AC frequency modulator stabilizing current between 50 and 
60 Hertz. 

A 2400 Baud modem. 

"Elect 90" software developed and copyrighted by the 
National Commission on statistics for this election. 

A small Canon telefacsimile device. 

A teletypewriter (telex). 

As reports from the polling stations were received, the data 
therein was keyed into one PC. The Elect 90 program performed 
certain range edits on the input. The operator then ran a hard 
copy of the values he/she had entered. That hard copy and the 
source document were then passed to the Electoral Bureau officers 
(both. jurists and party representatives) for confirmation. Any 
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errors noted were corrected by the same operator on the same pc. 
The original polling station report was then passed to a second 
operator who entered the same data on a second pc. That entry was 
verified in the same manner as the first entry. When both pC's 
were assumed to have identical data, a computer match was conducted 
to verify the data. After both manual and computer verification, 
the raw data was down-loaded to a micro-disk and added to the 
judet-Ievel totals. 

Every two hours, newly entered raw data were transmitted to 
Bucharest over the moderns and computer reports with updated totals 
were run at the judets. This data was entered into the Central 
Electoral Bureau's computer system, which aggregated nationwide 
totals and published periodic reports on the tabulation. This 
procedure was repeated until the final tallies were received from 
all judets. Upon receipt of all totals, the Central Electoral 
Bureau verified and checked its result before making it public. 

Flaws, Irregularities and Inconsistencies in the Electoral Process 

The balloting and tabulation procedures described above were 
generally followed at the majority of the polling stations visited 
by the IFES delegation. However, it must be noted that at nearly 
every station the delegation observed practices which were 
considered either irregular or inconsistent with the above 
practice. In addition, the delegation concluded that the system 
itself contained several inherent flaws. The following section 
details these flaws, irregularities and inconsistencies, and 
concludes with recommended solutions for these problems. 

1. Composition of Polling station Bureaus 

The administration of the election at the polling level was 
the responsibility of the electoral bureau at the polling place. 
According to Article 34, electoral bureaus of polling places shall 
be composed of a president, his/her deputy, and (at most) 7 
representatives of political parties with candidates on the 
contested lists. The president and deputy must be non-partisan and 
be drawn from among .the ranks of judges and lawyers in the judet·. 
The seven representatives are comprised of representatives of the 
parties, in order of the number of candidates which those parties 
have fielded in the judet. 

In the areas visited on election day, the delegation found few 
if any examples of electoral bureaus whose formation corresponded 
to the letter of the law. It was not possible to find enough 
judges and lawyers to fill. every president and deputy president 
position; the Central Electoral Bureau thus decided to expand those 
eligible to includ~ "citizens of unstained reputation in the town 
or village." 

More significantly, the delegation found many instances of 
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polling bureaus with less than the seven parties allowed 
represented. This was generally for one of two reasons: either the 
polling station was located in an area dominated by one party or 
members of other parties had been so intimidated that they were 
unable to find individuals willing to risk life or livelihood to 
participate on the polling bureau. 

This had two deleterious effects upon the process. First and 
more obvious was the lack of a check or balance against fraudulent 
practice within the polling station. The absence of opposition 
party representatives in polling sites was common -- in some cases, 
the delegation observed polls at which only the FSN representative 
was present. Although the delegation did not witness actions in 
these stations which called into question the correctness of the 
election, the potential for fraud in polls in which this occurred 
is great and should not be repeated in subsequent elections. 

The second, and in this election probably more significant, 
deleterious effect of having a smaller representation in polling 
stations is the degree to which those workers at stations with only 
3 or 4 workers were forced to work twice as hard implementing the 
election. The cumbersome, labor intensive process drained the 
energy of even those stations with full representation. The 
shortage of workers in some polling stations only served to slow 
down the process both of balloting and tabulation. 

One week before the election8 , in anticipation of the shortage 
of polling workers which the lack of party representation would 
engender, the Central Electoral Bureau decided to allow the mayors 
to appoint up to four local residents as "polling technicians. II 
This development took the delegation quite by surprise. Members 
of the delegation had consistently asked electoral officials 
whether additional workers would be used during the election. 
Officials had always responded that the only workers at the station 
would be the president, deputy and party representatives. As late 
as one day prior to the election, the president of the Giurgiu 
Judet electoral bureau denied that there would be any additional 
workers at the polls. 

The exercise of the right to appoint additional polling 
workers varied from polling place to polling place. In some 
polling places, no additional workers were used. In others, 
additional polling workers were used to assist in voting procedures 
only while the poll ing place was open to the electorate. In 
others, additional workers were used in all stages of the process, 
including during the vote tabulation. 

8 The exact date of this decision is unclear. Most polling 
station presidents informed the delegation that they were alerted 
to this decision on Monday, May 14. Others indicated that they 
were told only one or two days prior to the election. 
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In general, the opposition parties, especially the traditional 
parties, were unhappy about the addition of these polling workers. 
In later interviews, the opposition parties indicated that they had 
been informed that the additional workers would be utilized less 
than one week before the election, and that in most cases the names 
of these workers were not known until one or two days prior to the 
election. 

The major criticism made by the opposition parties was the 
role of the mayor in appointing additional workers. In the Brasov 
region, members of the delegation were told that the "technicians" 
were in fact the same individuals responsible for administering 
elections during the Ceausescu regime. Whether or not intentional, 
it was indicated, the presence of the government workers and former 
election officials could raise suspicion or fear among those in the 
electorate unsure of the extent to which their ballot .would indeed 
by secret. 

The appointment of the additional workers appears to violate 
Article 34 of the electoral law, which expressly states that the 
electoral bureau of the polling station shall include only the 
president, deputy and seven party representative and that this 
bureau must be set up not later than 15 days before the election. 

It is clear from the experience of the May 20 election that 
the polls were not sufficiently supplied with individuals to 
administer the election in a timely fashion. It is recommended 
that provisions be adopted which provide for an enlarged staff to 
administer future elections. 

2. Accuracy of Electoral Lists 

According to section 3 of the electoral law, "electoral lists 
shall be drawn up by the mayoralties of communes, towns, 
municipalities and of the sectors of Bucharest municipality." 
(Art.22) These lists shall be posted in a public and visible place 
no less than thirty days prior to the election day (Art.24): the 
voters then have the right to check the registries and to alert 
authorities to any omissions, mistakes or other errors. (Art.25) 

In most cases, mayors drew up electoral lists based upon out
dated lists of voters used in prior elections. These lists proved 
to be, on the whole, seriously inaccurate. Examination of posted 
lists displayed a great number of names crossed out either because 
the individual was deceased or had relocated. The lists of voters 
added-on to the list was generally very long. 

Because of the volume of complaints regarding the accuracy of 
the electoral lists, the Central Electoral Bureau decided on May 
19 to allow any individual to register and vote in a polling 
district on election day itself. The CEB stipulated that the voter 
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was required to bring documentation (usually the internal passport) 
proving residency. To ensure against individuals casting multiple 
votes, the CEB decided to stamp the internal passports with the 
"votat" stamp used to cast ballots. This last minute change in 
procedure caused a good deal of confusion on election day. 

The practice of stamping the internal passport was not 
consistent in the polling stations visited. In most polling sites, 
all voters were asked to present their passport for stamping. In 
others, only those registering on the day of the election had their 
passport stamped. It appears that polling bureaus were only given 
general instructions by the judet level electoral bureau on the 
implementation of the system of stamping identification papers. 

3. Unsolicited Voter Assistance 

According to Article 62 of the electoral law: 

The presence of any person in the booths, excepting the 
voter's, is prohibited. The elector who out of well grounded 
reasons also ascertained by the president of the electoral 
bureau cannot vote by himself has the right to call a 
companion chosen by him to help him vote, in the booth. 

The delegation observed many instances of violation and abuse 
of Article 62 of the electoral law. The majority of the violations 
stem from the fact that the law is vague on the exact 
implementation of voter assistance. The most serious infractions 
involved cases where individuals offered unsolicited assistance to 
voters. 

In the village of Poiana de Jos, at polling station No. 209, 
the delegation observed a case in which a woman offered unsolicited 
assistance to several elderly voters. When questioned, it. was 
discovered that the woman was not a member of the polling station 
staff. She claimed to have accompanied her elderly mother to the 
station, and that she simply wanted to help others who might need 
the same assistance. Further questioning of both polling officials 
and of voters (voters were questioned outside· of the polling 
station after they had cast their votes) revealed that, in fact, 
the woman had been in the polling station for several hours and was 
the wife of the mayor of the village. 

In the village of Buftea, at polling station No. 789, voters 
were asked when they presented their ID' s if they "knew how to 
vote." When questioned about this practice, the president 
indicated that he felt it was necessary to do this because many of 
the voters in the village were very old, did not read, or were 
physically impaired. The president had assigned one staff member 
to provide all assistance, and this member pursued his 
responsibility aggressively. On occasion, he entered the booth 
with the voter (rather than showing the voter how to vote in the 
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open room), and he sometimes poked his head in the booth and 
inquired if the person needed help. In the thirty minute visit to 
this polling site, this same man provided assistance to eight 
voters. 

These irregular procedures, regardless of motive, indicate a 
serious flaw in the electoral process and should be addressed prior 
to the next election. IFES recommends the following general rules 
on voter assistance: 

a. It should be available to anyone who requests it; 

b. It should be permitted only if it is requested; 

c. The assistor should be someone of the voter's own choice. 
If the voter has no choice, assistance must be rendered 
by the polling place staff - ideally, by a bi-partisan 
pair of officials; 

d. The process should be documented. This could be 
accomplished through an affidavit, signed by the voter 
and those giving assistance, stating the reason for 
assistance. A log of all instances of assistance, 
including the time of day, should be kept. 

4. Insufficient Polling Worker Training 

Exacerbating nearly all of the problems described above was 
a general lack of training given to all polling station workers. 
Notwithstanding the diligence of the majority of polling presidents 
and workers, the administration of the election at the polling 
level was inconsistent - from one judet to another, from one site· 
to another within a judet, and even within the same polling site. 
The law is not specific, and the implementation of the May 20 
election was subject to many different (and often contradictory) 
interpretations. 

One inconsistency already described was the stamping of the 
Romanian ID. A second, and more fundamental, inconsistency Which 
could have been solved by more explicit training of polling workers 
was the manner in which the ballot box must be sealed. The law 
only requires that the box be sealed, but does not describe the 
method by the which it should be sealed nor which materials should 
be used to seal the box. As a result, the sealing of the ballot 
boxes varied dramatically, and many seals, viewed in terms of the 
security which they offered, seemed ceremonial and not functional. 

A written Instruction Manual for polling place staff should 
be written which details procedures to carry out the mandate of the 
election law. Before doing so, the Central Electoral Bureau should 
critique the experience of the May 20 election, solicit feedback 
from the judet electoral bureaus and polling place officials on the 
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strengths and weaknesses of the system in place for the first 
election, and carefully consider complaints received regarding the 
electoral process. 

Where there are voids and ambiguities in the law, these should 
be clarified through interpretation by the appropriate governmental 
policy authorities or through amendment of the law by the new 
Parliament. 

The instruction manual should be organized for easy reference, 
and illustrations/diagrams provided to improve effectiveness. The 
CEB should ensure that the judet election officials understand the 
process, and that they arrange for training of the polling site 
staff personnel in their jurisdiction. 

5. Ballot Paper and stamping Procedure 

The quality of the ballot paper was generally poor, and the 
thinness of the paper allowed the printing to show through on both 
sides. On the presidential ballot, which included only three 
choices, the candidates could easily be seen through the front 
cover. The delegation noted that it was easy to see exactly which 
candidate received the vote by simply looking through the front 
cover. Generally, envelopes were not available in the voting 
booth; voters left the booth and walked back to the table to 
retrieve an envelope. In many cases, voters folded and stuffed 
envelopes within the sight of all of the polling workers, and on 
a number of occasions it was very easy to tell for whom voters had 
voted for president. This raised serious questions about the 
secrecy of the ballot for president. 

A second problem concerning the ballot itself was the use of 
black ink for ballot printing and marking. It was difficult to 
find the stamp inside the boxes, especially on the ballots for 
deputy which contained twenty four pages or more of boxes. 9 During 
the tabulation procedure, the delegation witnessed many cases of 
polling workers looking through ballots several times in an effort 
to locate the "votat" stamp. This flaw was seriously complicated 
by the exhaustion which, by the morning of May 21, effected 
virtually every individual who worked the polls. 

The very existence of the stamping provision is open to 
question. Does that method of ballot marking offer advantages not 
available through the simple marking of the ballot with a pen? 
Perhaps so, but these advantages were not readily apparent to the 
members of the delegation. Any advantages offered by this system 
should be weighed against the negatives created by such a system: 

9 In the Dimbovita Judet, one polling station used red ink 
instead of black. This resulted in a mark which was easily 
recognized and counted. 
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The stamp often did not soak up enough ink to produce a 
good mark on all three ballots. The voter on many 
occasions was forced to leave the booth and have the 
stamp re-inked or have the ballot voided and reissued. 

sometimes in the confusion of the crowded room the stamp 
was not returned. with the stamp supply reduced, further 
delays in voting were created. 

The stamp imprint was very difficult to see during the 
vote counting, due usually to the use of black ink or to 
the fact that the mark was faint and hardly visible. 

6. Campaign Propaganda within 500 Meters of Polling Place 

The delegation witnessed violations of the provision in the 
electoral law which prohibits the posting of election materials 
within 500 meters of a polling place. Although this occurred 
predominantly with FSN posters occurring around (and sometimes even 
inside) the polling place, the delegation also observed violations 
of this provision by other parties. 

7. Insufficient Voter Education 

The degree to which the electorate was unprepared to vote was 
most striking throughout the polls visited. The Central Electoral 
Bureau held one broadcast which displayed the ballot and the method 
of casting a vote. Interviews with voters in the week before the 
election indicated that a majority had not seen these programs, and 
observations on election day showed the degree to which this lack 
of preparedness adversely affected the election. 

The act of voting seemed to take, on the average, more than 
five minutes, with instances of voters taking up to fifteen minutes 
to cast votes. Because the polling workers only allowed voters 
into the room when ballot booths became vacant, the result was 
incredibly long .lines of voters .. waiting to cast their ballots. 

Instructions should have been printed both on the cover of the 
ballot and in clear view on the walls inside the polling station. 
The instructions should warn about stamping the ballot more than 
once, about placing the stamp within the box, and should alert the 
voter that if he/she does not follow the instructions his/her 
ballot could be disallowed. 

Before the documentation for this election is destroyed, 
election authorities should scrutinize the records to identify the 
polling sites where ballot disallowance was high, and should review 
disallowed ballots to determine the reasons for disallowance. As 
a result of such evaluation, it will be possible to improve both 
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the voter information program and the ballot review process so that 
ballot disallowance is kept to a minimum. 

8. Vote Tabulation 

The tabulation of the ballots, as in other stages of the 
process, showed some flaws. Perhaps the most basic flaw stemmed 
from the fact that there were at most nine, and usually fewer, 
polling station workers who were at once responsible for 
administering the entire election and counting the ballots 
following the closing of the polling station. These workers were 
extremely tired, even exhausted, by the time the polling station 
closed. 

The level of exhaustion resulted in the tabulation procedure 
being altered in some polling stations. In one, the president 
allowed all members of the polling station to count the ballots 
separately instead of counting - and announcing in a loud voice -
the results of each ballot himself. 

In others, the delegation witnessed the president turn the 
ballots directly to the page on which the box from the National 
Salvation Front appeared. If the stamp was found in this box, the 
vote was recorded without further examination of the ballot. 
Technically, this is in violation of the electoral law, which 
requires that the ballot be examined thoroughly to ensure that only 
one vote stamp has been applied. 

Another noteworthy, and easily correctable, problem with the 
tabulation procedure was the time consuming process of annulling 
unused ballots. Each unused ballot was annulled by handwriting 
"anulat" across the front cover and by drawing a line across every 
second page inside the ballot. This process alone, in some polling 
stations, took up to three hours. A far simpler, and less time 
consuming, procedure would be to count the unused ballots and seal 
them sacks. 

The procedure following the completion of the count was also 
the source of confusion among many polling station presidents. In 
one, the president did not know where to send either the ballots 
or the reports upon the completion of the count. 

Generally, the aggregation of the count from the polling 
station level to the judets level and from the judets level to the 
Central Electoral Bureau in Bucharest ran smoothly. Each Judet 
experienced a small number of polling stations which failed to 
report their totals within the 24 hour requirement, but this was 
statistically a small and insignificant number. 
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Reflections on the Balloting and Tabulation Procedures 

The IFES delegation was offered full and unrestricted access 
to the Romanian electoral process. This allowed the delegation to 
observe and record nearly every stage of the administration of the 
election. There were, however, either because of the limited time 
available or the small size of the delegation, elements of the 
electoral process which the delegation was unable to address. 
These areas are deserving of study, and are enumerated below with 
the hope that future delegations will address them. 

First, the delegation was unable to adequately address the 
ways in which complaints were resolved by the electoral bureaus. 
On only one occasion was the delegation showed an official 
complaint lodged with the polling station president. 1o When asked 
about complaints by the IFES delegation, CEB Chairman Zarnescu 
simply responded "there have been complaints and they will all be· 
addressed." 

specifically, it would be useful to know the number of 
complaints filed, the number of complaints that were not rejected, 
and the number of complaints which were appealed to higher bodies. 
In addition to these quantitative questions, it would be extremely 
interesting to explore the nature of the complaints filed: which 
parties filed complaints, what were the complaints about. 

A second area worthy of further study is the vote validation 
process. Specifically, how is the national tally validated by the 
Central Electoral Bureau. What mechanisms exist at the national 
level to check the tallies at the judet and polling level, and how 
were these mechanisms employed in the May 20 election. 

The results of the May 20 election appear to accurately 
reflect the ballots cast by the electorate. On balance, the 
population was afforded an opportunity to cast votes in secret, 
without overt threat or intimidation. Ballots, in turn, appear to 
have been counted accurately. Although the implementation of the 
count at the polling station level was cumbersome and complicated, 
the aggregation of the votes to the Judet level and to the·national 
level was efficient and effective. 

It was also clear, however, that the process was not easily 

10 At the Peasants' Party headquarters in Giurgiu, members of 
the delegation were shown a formal complaint, typed and signed by 
a Peasants' Party polling station representative to the polling 
station president, of a breach of the electoral law. The president 
had written, by hand and across the top of the letter, that he had 
read the complaint and did not find reason to agree with it. This 
was sent back to the Peasants' Party representative, who indicated 
that he would not appeal. 
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understood by the electorate. This was a function of both 
complicated balloting procedures and an electorate poorly trained 
in how to vote. Furthermore, the irregularities, flaws and 
inconsistencies enumerated in this section are especially serious 
in that they present areas of potential fraud in future elections. 
It is hoped that the Romanian Government and the Central Electoral 
Bureau will benefit from the observations of this and other 
election observation teams as they re-examine their balloting and 
tabulation procedures. 

IV. Election Results 

RESULTS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 

Ion Iliescu 
Radu Campeanu 
Ion Ratiu 

National Salvation Front 
National Liberal Party 
National Peasants' Party 

RESULTS OF THE ELECTION FOR THE SENATE 
119 Seats Available 

1. National Salvation Front 
2. Hungarian Democratic Union 
3. National Liberal Party 
4. Romanian Unity Alliance 
5. Romanian Ecological Movement 
6. National Peasants' Party 
7. Romanian Ecologist party 
8. Independents 

92 seats 
12 seats 

9 seats 
2 seats 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 

12,232,498 
1,529,188 

617.007 

9,353,006 
1,004,353 

985,094 
300,473 
341,478 
348,687 
192,574 

RESULTS OF THE ELECTION FOR THE ASSEMBLY OF DEPUTIES 
387 Seats Available 

1. National Salvation Front 
2. Hungarian Democratic Union 
3. National Liberal Party 
4. Romanian Ecological Movement 
5. National Peasants' Party 
6. Romanian unity Alliance 
7. Agrarian Democratic party 
8. Romanian Ecologist Party 
9. Socialist Democratic Party 
10. Social Democratic Party 
11. centrist Democratic Group 
12. Labour Democratic Party 
13. Free-Change Party 
14. National Reconstruction Party 
15. Free Democratic Youth Party 
16. Germans' Democratic Forum 
17. Bratianu Liberal Union 
18. Romanies' Democratic Union 

263 seats 
29 seats 
29 seats 
12 seats 
12 seats 
9·seats 
9 seats 
8 seats 
5 seats 
2 seats 
2 seats 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 
1 seat 

9,089,659 
991,601 
879,290 
358,864 
351,357 
290,875 
250,403 
232,212 
143,393 

(85.07%) 
(10.16%) 

(4.29%) 

(67.02%) 
(7.20%) 
(7.06%) 
(2.15%) 
(2.45%) 
(2.50%) 
(1.38%) 

(66.31%) 
(7.23%) 
(6.41%) 
(2.62%) 
(2.56%) 
(2.12%) 
(1.83%) 
(1.69%) 
(1.05%) 
(0.53%) 
(0.48%) 
(0.38%) 
(0.34%) 
(0.34%) 
(0.32%) 
(0.28%) 
(0.27%) 
(0.21%) 
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The final results of the election were announced on May 25. 
According to the Central Electoral Bureau, as reported in ROMPRES, 
14,826,616 electors voted out of 17,200,722 registered voters 
(86.20 percent of registered voters) in the presidential election. 
Of the votes cast for president, 14,378,693 (96.98 percent) were 
valid and 447,923 (3.02 percent) were invalid. 11 

As expected, Ion Iliescu, the National Salvation Front 
candidate, was the winner. Iliescu received 12,232,498 votes 
(85.07 percent). Radu Campeanu, the National Liberal Party 
candidate, received 1,529,188 votes (10.16 percent), while Ion 
Ratiu, the National Peasants' Party-Christian and Democratic 
candidate, received 617,007 votes (4.29 percent). 

In the parliamentary elections, the National Salvation Front 
also won sizeable majorities. In the race for seats in the Senate, 
the National Salvation Front took 92 of 119 seats with 67% of the 
vote. In the elections for the Assembly of Deputies, the Front 
took 263 of 387 seats with 66% of the vote. There were 
approximately 886,000 invalid votes for the Senate 1,100,000 
invalid votes for the Assembly of Delegates. 12 

While the victories of the Front in the Presidential and 
parliamentary elections were no great surprise, the margin of 
victory and the failure of the traditional parties to garner a 
larger percentage of the vote was somewhat unexpected. with 
approximately 7% of the national total, the National Liberal Party 
received 9 seats in the Senate and 29 seats in the Assembly of 
Delegates. Most striking, perhaps, was the poor showing of the 
National Peasants' Party, which only received 1 seat in the Senate 
and 12 seats in the Assembly of Delegates with approximately 2.5% 
of the national vote. 

11 This number and percentage was, in the view of the IFES 
delegation, unacceptably high when compared with the lower number 
and percentage in other new democracies. This·is further evidence 
of the need to provide thorough and effective voter education prior 
to sUbsequent elections on the mechanics of casting a ballot. 

12 Members of the delegation observed that many non-voted 
ballots (ballots on which no parties were stamped) were deposited 
in the ballot box, and that these ballots were classified as 
"invalid" rather than blank ballots. Thus, the discrepancy in 
invalid votes between the presidential and assembly elections 
appears to indicate that a number of voters cast ballots for the 
president and not for the assembly. One member of the delegation 
noted that in many states in the United States, a distinction is 
made between an "invalid" ballot - that is. one which has been 
incorrectly cast -and a ballot purposefully left blank. 
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with the poor showing of the traditional parties, the 
Hungarian Democratic Union (UDMR) emerged as the second largest 
vote-getter in the parliamentary elections. with approximately 
7.2% of the popular vote, the UDMR received 12 seats in the Senate 
and 29 seats in the Assembly. When asked about this result, 
representatives of the UDMR responded that the national total was 
almost exactly the result anticipated prior to the elections. 
However, the representatives were greatly surprised that this total 
was enough to emerge second -- almost the entire UDMR leadership 
anticipated that the traditional parties would finish with higher 
totals than the UDMR. 

The difference between Ratiu' s poor finish and Campeanu' s 
somewhat respectable second-place finish can also be traced to the 
UDMR. Hungarians voted as a bloc both for the UDMR and for 
Campeanu. Interestingly, however, there was a perception among the 
representatives of the UDMR that campeanu's popularity among the 
Hungarians, and the general cooperation between the UDMR and the 
National Liberal Party, might have cost Campeanu a significant 
amount,of support among more nationalistic Romanians. 

It should be anticipated that the vast majority of the 81 
parties which contested seats in the May election will fold in the 
period leading up to the next election. It is not clear, however, 
whether or by whom these small parties will be replaced. It was 
widely anticipated, prior to the election, that one or two centrist 
parties would emerge from the election with enough of a mandate to 
begin building a center bloc. This did not occur. 

V. Conclusions 

Although the balloting and tabulation procedures observed by 
the IFES delegation appeared to be, on the whole, fair, many on the 
IFES delegation were left with the overriding feeling that the 
"real" election was over well before May 20. The "real" election 
occurred in months leading up to polling day, during which the well 
endowed National Salvation Front was able to solidify its popular 
support while its opposition foundered in the face of violence and 
intimidation of its candidates and workers, unfair access to 
television and print media; and, perhaps most significantly, a 
population which, at times, seemed unsympathetic to the very 
democratic process which the opposition attempted to foster. 

Nevertheless, it still seems possible to view the May 20 
Romanian elections as a positive transitional step in the dramatic 
change which has occurred since the removal of Ceausescu in 
December, 1989. The basic ingredients of a democratic society seem 
to be growing in Romania. Political parties representing a wide 
range of viewpoints have grown. civic organizations, the most 
important of which are the Students' League and the Group for 
social Dialogue, play an important role in shaping the form of 
Romanian policy. The referee of democracy, a free press, has also 
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begun to develop. It is critical that these institutions, so 
fragile in these early stages of development, be allowed -- and 
encouraged -- to grow. 

The advantages enjoyed and abused in the campaign period by 
the leadership of the National Salvation Front were clearly unfair. 
In a true democracy, however, it is ultimately the duty of the 
people to call to account poor leadership. These elections have 
created an opportunity for a pluralistic constituent assembly to 
work together in good faith towards the further democratization of 
Romania. If true democracy continues to develop, the Front will 
relinquish these advantages over the course of the next eighteen 
months or will, in the next election, be called to account by the 
people. 

The FSN's landslide victory could also, ultimately, prove to 
be troublesome to the party. By gaining such a clear mandate, the 
Front will be solely accountable for the political, economic and 
social path of the nation in the eighteen months to come. The 
opposition, in no uncertain terms, has made it clear that they are 
not interested in forming a coalition. The only rationale for such 
a coalition ultimately emanates from the FSN -- a coalition would 
allow, to a certain degree, shared accountability. 

Finally, the May 20 election in Romania was also striking in 
the absence of debate on real issues. Most obviously, the issue 
transforming the centralized economy into a more market-oriented 
economy was never elaborated by any of the major parties. If, as 
is expected, the FSN is unable to transform the Romanian economy 
into a productive and efficient machine, they could find themselves 
in the same unfortunate situation as did the Communist leaders of 
the GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland approximately two years 
ago - the sole possessors of political accountability for seemingly 
insurmountable economic, political and social problems. 

VI. Recommendations 

This report has outlined that flawed character of the campaign 
and the flaws, irregularities and inconsistencies of the balloting 
and tabulation process. Recommendations have been made throughout 
the report as problems were described. The following is a review 
of the primary measures -- both general and specific -- which 
should be taken over the next eighteen months to ensure that the 
process of democratization continues in Roman'ia and that subsequent 
elections are not marred by the problems of the May 20 election. 

1. The establishment of free and independent television, radio 
and newspapers. Any and all barriers to allowing the 
emergence of independent media should be removed by the 
consti tuent assembly and new government. Media should be 
encouraged to develop at both the national and regional 
levels. The international community should offer financial 
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and technical assistance to those Romanians interested in 
developing independent media. 

The establishment of a national program of civic education in 
Romania. It is critical to increase the level of voter 
education prior to the next election. At a minimum, the 
electorate should enter the polls with a firm grasp of the 
basic principles of fair elections. Ideally, the electorate 
should be encouraged to become more active in the Romanian 
political process. The international community should offer 
financial and technical assistance to those Romanians 
interested in promoting civic education. 

Condemnation of violence as a means of political expression. 
The Romanian government should, in both words and deeds, take 
steps to prevent the continuation of violence which has marred 
the character of politics in Romania for so many decades. The 
internationa~ community must in no uncertain terms condemn the 
use of violence in Romania by any government or political 
party. 

Review and reform of the composition of polling station 
workers. Polling station staffs should be enlarged to 
accommodate the number of voters. The staffs should be 
provided effective training in balloting procedures, ideally 
in the form of a handbook on electoral rules and regulations. 
Workers should work in shifts of no longer than twelve hours. 

Instructions in proper voting procedure should be posted in 
the polling station and printed on the cover of the ballot. 

Voter assistance should be available to anyone who requests 
it, permitted only if requested, and should be provided by 
someone of the voter's choice. If the voter has no choice, 
assistance should be provided by the polling staff, ideally, 
by a bi-partisan pair of officials. All cases of voter 
assistance should be documented. 

A new ballot should be developed. The ballots used in the May 
20 electioii· were printed on paper too thin to guarantee 
secrecy. The use of black ink to cast ballots on ballots 
printed in black ink caused problems in the tabulation stage 
of the election. 

.: . 
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Wednesday. May 

4:00 p.m. 

6:50 p.m. 

Thursday. May 

9:00 a.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

5:45 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. 

9:00 p.m. 

I Friday. May 11 
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9:30 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

12:30 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

9 

10 
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Romania Election Observer Mission 
May 9-26, 1990 

Itinerary 

Josh Dorosin and Anca Hassing Depart IFES 
office for Dulles International Airport. 

Depart Dulles for Frankfurt Pan Am 60 

Arrive Frankfurt 
Meet Ronald 0' Connor, Director of Worldwide 
Sales, Polaroid Corporation 

Depart Frankfurt for Bucharest Pan Am 120 

Arrive Bucharest 

Check in at Hotel Lido 
5 Boulevard Magheru 
011-144-930-70161 

Walk to University Square to observe student's 
demonstration. 

Dorosin and O'Connor depart for 
Airport. pick-up four polaroid 
cameras and shipment of film, clips 
for photo ID's. 

Bucharest 
photo ID4 
and chains 

Hassing attends Press Conference of Central 
Electoral Bureau, Intercontinental Hotel. 

Panel: Ovidiu Zarnescu, President 
Gheorghe Tinca, Chief, section of 
Foreign Relations and Protocol. 
Dumitru Tancu, Technical Advisor 

Dorosin and O'Connor deliver photo equipment 
to Central Electoral Bureau headquarters. 

Briefing by Brian Flora, Counselor for 
Political Affairs, US Embassy. 
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Morning and 
Afternoon 

Sunday, May 13 

11:00 a,m. 

Afternoon 

Monday, May 14 

10:00 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Evening 

Tuesday, May 15 

9:15 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Visits to two villages north of Bucharest: 
Gruiu, 30 km. from Bucharest and Snagov, 35 kID. 
from Bucharest. Interview villagers about 
character of election campaign, attitudes 
toward upcoming election. 

Meeting with Ion Radu Zilisteanu, leader of the 
National Democratic Party and vice-president 
of the parliamentary commission for labor and 
social assistance of the Provisional National 
Unity council (PNUC). 

Visi t to the cemetery of the heroes of the 
revolution. Visit to Copaceni-Adunati village. 
continue interviews with villagers. 

Meeting with ovidiu Zarnescu, Chairman of the 
Central Electoral Bureau, and Gheorghe Tinca, 
Chief of Protocol, Central Electoral Bureau. 

Meeting with Mariana Celac, Group for Social 
Dialogue. 

Meeting with Marian Monteanu, President and 
Founder of the Students' League. 

Meeting with interpreters and drivers on the 
observer mission. 

Meeting with Cornel 
National Peasants' 
Democratic. 

Coposu, 
Party, 

President of the 
Christian and 

Meeting with Ion Radoi, President of the 
National Peasants' Party youth Organization, 
and Nicusor Lambrache, Leader of the same. 

Meeting with Miron Mitrea, President, and 
Adrian Cosmescu, Secretary of the Executive 
Bureau, Fratia-The Brotherhood Trade Union 
Confederation. 
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Wednesday. May 16 

(Romania) 

10:00 a.m. Meeting with Raoul Sorban, Vice-President of 
the Romanian Cultural Foundation. 

Afternoon Meeting with interpreters and drivers on the 
observer mission. 

(Washington, D.C.) 

1:00 p.m. Delegates arrive at IFES for briefings 
1620 I street, NW suite 611 

1:30 - 2:30 p.m. Briefing on IFES and on purpose and goals of 
mission. 

2:30 - 3:45 p.m. Briefing on current political conditions in 
Romania by Rick Becker, Romania Desk Officer, 
U.s. Department of state 

4: 00 p.m. Depart IFES office for Dulles International 
Airport. 

6:50 p.m. Depart Dulles for Frankfurt Pan Am 60 

I Thursday. May 17 
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9:00 a.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

5:45 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. 

8:00 p.m. 

Friday. May 18 

9:00 a.m. 

Arrive Frankfurt 

Depart Frankfurt for Bucharest Pan Am 120 
Rod Tuck meets delegation. 

Arrive Bucharest 
Delegation met at airport by Josh Dorosin and 
Anca Hassing. Transfer to hotel. 

Check in at Hotel Lido 
5 Boulevard Magheru 
011-144-930-70161 

Dinner and briefing on formal schedule, 
political developments by Josh Dorosin and Anca 
Hassing. 

Meeting with PNUC President Ion Iliescu and 
Prime Minister Petre Roman. Victoria Palace. 
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10:30 a.m. 

12:30 p.m. 

1:30 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

6:30 p.m. 

8:30 p.m. 

Saturday, May 19 

Morning 

Daily activities: 
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Panel Discussion with representatives of the 
political parties, Hotel Bucharest Conference 
Hall. 

sorin Botez, Vice President and Secretary for 
Foreign Relations, National Liberal Party. 
Ion Diaconescu, National Peasants' Party. 

Panel Discussion with members of the Group for 
Social Dialogue. 

Thomas K1eininger, 
Administrative Council. 
Alin Teodorescu 
Mariana Celac 

Vice President, 

Ion Iliescu and Ion Ratiu, Presidential 
Candidates panel, Parliament Building. 

Panel Discussion with Media Representatives. 

Romeo Nadasan, General secretary of Rompres. 
Nicolae Melinescu, Romanian Television News 
Romulus Caplescu, Adevarul 
Gelu Netea, Director, viitorul 
Ilie Iliescu, Editor-in-Chief, Dreptatea 
Alexandru Dinca, Deputy Editor-in-Chief, 
viitorul. 

Reception at the 
Ambassador. 

Dinner at Casa Lido 

residence of the US 

Michael Radu and Thomas Whatman depart for 
Brasov. Judith Ingram and John Sur ina depart 
for Bacau. 

Remaining delegates travel through Bucharest 
and adjoining judets. 

Delegates visit Electoral Bureaus, party 
headquarters, candidates/campaign headquarters, 
and interview Romanians on electoral process. 
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Sunday, May 20 

Daily activities: 

Monday, May 21 

Daily activities: 

Tuesday, May 22 

10:00 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Afternoon 

7:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, May 23 

10:00 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m; 

Thursday, May 24 

10:00 a.m. 

Afternoon 

35 

Delegates 
locations. 
procedures 

observe elections at polling 
Delegates observe counting 

after polling stations close. 

continue observing tabulation procedures, visit 
election bureaus, gauge reaction to election. 

Press conference, International 
Federation, Hotel Continental. 

Helsinki 

Press Conference, British Observer Delegations, 
Hotel Intercontinental. 

Meeting with Marian Celac, Group for Social 
Dialogue. 

Ingram, surina, Whatman and Radu return to 
Bucharest. 

Delegation reassembles 
collective observation. 

for briefing on 

Meeting with Ovidiu zarnescu, President, 
Central Electoral Bureau, and Gheorge Tinea, 
Chief of Protocol. 

Press Conference, European Democratic Union, 
Intercontinental Hotel. 

Press Conference, The Students' League. Law 
School Conference Hall. 

Meeting with Gabriel Andreescu, Group for 
Social Dialogue. 

Free time 
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Friday. May 25 

7:20 a.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

4:20 p.m. 

Saturday. May 26 

8:10 a.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

4:20 p.m. 
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Depart Bucharest Pan AM 121 

Depart Frankfurt for Dulles Pan Am 61 

Arrive Dulles International Airport 

Josh Dorosin departs Bucharest. 
Tarom 225 

Depart Frankfurt for Dulles Pan Am 61 

Arrive Dulles International Airport 
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Appendix C: List of Places and polling stations visited by IFES 
Delegation. 

Bucharest. Giurgiu. and Dimbovita Judets 

Bucharest, Sector 1, polling Stations #1,2,3,6,7,8 
Lunguletu, Dimbovita Judet, Polling Station #174 
Poiana de Jos, Dimbovita Judet, polling Station #209 
Pasarea, Ilfov Agricultural sector, polling Station #803 
Buftea, Polling station #789 
Crevedia, polling Station #132 
Luciana, Polling station #106 
Cornesti, polling station #127 
Ploesti, Polling station #20 

Brasov and Covasna Judets 

Brasov City, Polling station #3 
Brasov city, Polling station #65 
Village of Girein 
Village of Zizin, Polling station #265 
VIllage of Prejmer, Polling station #293 
Village of Intorbura Buzaulia, Polling station #96 
Sjinta Gheorghe City, Polling Station #3 
sjinta Gheorghe City, Polling station #9 
Vilcele Village 
Araci Commune 
Bod Commune, Polling station #170 
Bod Commune 
Ghimbav, Polling station #1 
Brasov city, Polling Station #2 
Brasov city, Polling station #15 

Bacau and Harghita Judets 

Bacua City, Polling station #16 
Bacau city, Polling station #43 
Bacua City, Polling Station #45 
Bacau City, Pollinij station #63 
village of Buhoci, Polling station #165 
Village of Vultureni, Polling Station #371 
Village of Cotofanesti, Polling station #182 
Moinesti, polling station #117 
village of Poduri, Polling Station #299 
village of Livezi, Polling station #237 
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NEWS RELEASE 
May 24. 1990 

For more informat ion. 
contact Sarah Tinsley 
or Josh Dorosin at 
14.49.30 ext. 207/310. 

Statement by the International Foundation for Electoral Systems 
on the May 20 Romanian election 

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES). a 
Washington. D.C. based non-profit organization dedicated to the 
promotion of free and fair electoral systems. sent a ten-member 
international delegation of election specialists and experts to 
observe the May 20 Romanian election. Members of the delegation 
observed the elect ion in some fi fty pol lings stations' in three 
regions of Romania: Bucharest and adjoining judets." Brasov and 
adjoining judets. and ~he Bacau and Harghita judets. In addition. 
the delegation met with the National Salvation Front. the Hungarian 
Democrat!.:: Unioll. the National Liberal Party. the Peasants' Party, 
the Social Democratic Party, the National Democratic Party. the 
Group for Social Dialogue, Fratia-Free Trade Union and the 
Students' League. 

The IFES delegation was offered open access to all components 
of the electoral process during its visit to Romania. For this, 
the delegation wishes to express its appreciation to the Chairman 
and members of the Central Electoral Bureau and to those who worked 
in the bureau's office of protocol. The Central Electoral Bureau 
is commended for opening the electoral process to the IFES 
delegation and to all international observers. 

The May 20 Romanian elections must be viewed as a transitional 
step in the dramatic change Which has occurred since the removal 
of Ceausescu In December, 1989. The credit for the positive 
movement toward democracy must go to the Romanian people, a 
signiti~ant'number of whom has embraced and expounded democratic 
principles with an enthusiasm worthy of emulation in many of 
today's western democracies. 

The basic ingredients ot a democratic society seem to be 
growing .in Romania. Most importantly, tree speech has returned. 
Political parties representing a wide range ot viewpoints have 
burgeoned. Civic organizations, the mo,.t important of which are 
the Students' League and the Group tor Social Dialogue, play an 
important role in shaping the form of Romanian politics. The 
referee of democracy, a free press, has also begun to develop. 

80ARDOF P (I{rloa HU[(lr James M. Cannon Richard B. Stone FAX: /2021452-0804 
DIRECTORS Secrelary 

Charles T. Manatt Randal C. Teague 
F. Clihon While Raben C. Walker Counsel 
Chairman Treasurer Richard M. Scammon 
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The composition of the constituent assembly created by the May 
20 election appears to this delegation to reflect the political 
will of the people. The election has created an assembly charged 
with the drafting of a new constitution. The assembly displays 
pluralism, with a real and significant if fragmented 
opposition. The task at hand for this assembly is to create a 
constitution which will provide genuine guarantees for the 
continued development of democratic principles of government. 

It must be noted, however, that by the standards of elections 
in countries with established democratic traditions, the delegation 
found that the el~ctoral process showed significant procedural 
flaws. The delegation witnessed the following inconsistencies on 
election day: 

1. Unauthorized persons providing unsolicited assistance to 
voters; 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Unauthorized persons assisting in vote tabulation 
procedures. In two cases, individuals appointed. as 
technical assistants by the mayors to assist·in election 
day procedures remained after the close of the polls to 
assist in tabulation; 

Technically inaccurate implementation of tabulation 
procedure; 

Many instances of campaign propaganda within 500 meters 
of the polling stations, including instances of campaign 
materials inside the polling station; 

Improperly sealed or unsealed ballot boxes; 

Polling stations with only one party representative 
present to assist in election day procedures; 

Inconsistent implementation of the national 
identification stamping procedures; 

An electorate inadequately educated in proper voting 
procedures. This resulted in a great deal of confusion 
in the polling stations and in a slowing of the electoral 
process. 

The above inconsistencies did not appear to influence 
profoundly the outcome of the election. However, measures should 
be taken to resolve these inconsistencj.es prior to subsequent 
elections in order to guarantee that future abuses do not occur. 
Finally, despite these inconsistencies, election officials at all 
levels must be commended for demonstrating remarkable diligence and 
dedication in serving the large turnout in extraordinarily 
difficult circumstances. 
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More troubling than these systemic faults on election day was 
the unwi 11 ingness by the President and Pr ime Minister of the 
Provisional National Unity Council to adequately respond to; 

1. Genuine and documented instances of violence and 
intimidation of parties in opposition to the National 
Salvation Front in the period of election campaigning; 
and 

2 • Reasonable complaints by the same parties in the same 
period of unfair access to radio, television and print 
media. 

Although this delegation did not find evidence to support 
allegations of conspiracy by the collective leadership of the 
National Salvation Front against the political opposition, the 
unwillingness of the President and Prime Minister to acknowlege and 
to take timely and adequate measures to correct these blatant 
abuses had a significant inhibiting impact upon the freeness and 
fairness of the campaign. It is the responsibility of good 
government to administer faithfully and fairly its own stated 
policy. Provisional National Unity Council President Iliescu, in 
our estimation, failed at this important task. 

The advantages enjoyed and abused in the campaign period by 
the leadership of the Nat ional Salvat ion Front were, in our 
estimation, clearly unfair. In a true democracy, however, it is 
ultimately the duty of the people to call to account poor 
leadership. If true democracy continues to develop, the Front will 
relinquish these advantages over the course of the next eighteen 
months or will, in the next election, be called to account by the 
people of Romania. . 

These elections have created an opportunity for a pluralistic 
const i t'lent assembly to work together in good faith towards the 
democratization of Romania. It now remains for the leadership of 
Romania to prove to the international community, through leading 
this assembly in the drafting of a constitution which eliminates 
any and all obstacles for normal political activity, its commitment 
to democratic prinCiples. 
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Dec/aralia Fundaticl Internationale 
~ ~ ~ 

pentru Sisteme Electorale 
des pre alegerile de 10 20 mai din Romania 

FundllliM IntcrnRllonalA D~n .. 
fru Sldrrnell.l InlernuUnnalr. 
(FISI) 0 or;anlntlc non .. proflt 
cu sp.dlul in WfI$;hlnrtnn D,C .. 
CAre i~l consacrll c(ortul'ilp. 0:'0" 
,no\'hrll uno,' sl~temp, elf'ctol'nl" 
IIbr.l'c !':il CDrecte, n trlmls 0 c!oh~ .. 
RRUI! IntPrnnllnnalA de 10 mem .. 
bl" COI'Il'Ia lil din flJ)('clnllstl· $1 
(!xprrU cu obscrvatorl la Q!c:c. 

,'II:' din Romilnio din 20 mnL 
M"""bdl ckl~r(Il\lel Oil CUI, I, (11) ... 
~el'valnt"1 in aDI'f"J~!m(ltlv' 30 d" 

'<'Iii de votore din II'I~I r'\H:lunl': 
lcuresti· toi .llItlP.I(~It~ Rdhlcen .. 

_. Brs,:,o\' .. 1 jucll"\clf" IHlIo.cen
t~ sl in jurh.'\~Je BaC'flu ~i liar
Ilhlla, In afRn1 ~c luta dl'!l~ga
ti~ ;;-/1 intilnlt ~'U F,'onlul Sul
Void N"UonrdC', ~tI l'niunp.& Dr.
rn,-'ct'aU~ Maghl .. r~, PFll'ticiul 
Nnllanal Lib'~rRI. Partic1ul Nu
Unnal Till':'ml'!sc cl'C'o;lIn Jill demo
cral,' Parlidul Social-Ocmoc!'at, 
PerUdul N:1~lonal OQmoC:'lIt, 
Gru"'Jul ~cnlru DIalog SOC'IDI, 
Sindleltul Llb~:, rl'aUIl ,I Llga 
SIl'~,..ntllnr, 

G~lr.gn~l~i nsr I "-0 olcrlt DC
er.t ncin;nlt!lt 1M '''Jl!~ com;::I0-
~""'::':iele pr.,c~.~u!ul 1,'h'Clori11 pro 
d~l: ilia' \'Izltcl snle in Rcmtmln, 
renlru QC~:J..Iila dC'I".II:Dtia dore, .. 
Ip ,.:a-~I exprlme aprcclerlle rR-
16 de prp.$edlnH~ $1 melllbrtl BI .. 
roulul ElectorDI Central ,I htA 
de rei cnre ou luero t in biroul de 
protocol. Dlroul Electuntl Cen. 
trill e~tc mandaI:!.! d de~chldA 
prncesu! electornl centl'al pcn
tru dele"lI'lHin FISI iii Dcntru toU 
obsprvalnrll InlCrnfttlonali. 

AleRerlle de 10 20 mal din 
Romimln ll'ebulr. prlvlte co 0 
Dp.rlolldA tranzlt~rl.c In schlm .. 
bf.trlle dramaticc ("orc AU noArut 
dc la Inlll,lUl'areo 1111 Centl8CIICU 
In' dcocembrlc lDBR, Credltul 
pentru mi$c.o.rt"o p07::ltlvll cUre 
dpnlocraUe trt'bulc "cordat po
porulul roman din Ctue un mil· 
re numA\' IIU imbrllll.snt (1'1 ex .. 

;OlltiIlUCHC ill pau. a 4-0) 

!'!!'!"'~~_~~.~.:.Jj 
pUS prlncll)1I deolnocralice eu 
un entuzlMnl dcmn tie II (I ur" 
"1nt! de multc dt'mocru1il ocet .. 
dcntale c:onlcmpurane, 

Se pUI'e cd elemclltele de b" .. 
zA ale unci HocielAU df!mocrati
cc apnr ueum in RomAnia, Cel 
mal Import"nl, a renD4rut llbcr .. 
tatea de expl'cilc. Pltrtldele po .. 
lJtlce Prczentfnd 0 lamA l.o.r5[6 
de puncI~ de vec1erc au Jnflorlt, 
Or,nnlzuWIIJ el .... lce. rllntr~ cn
r~ cclc mal l",portHnle! ~int l.1-
ita Stucll~Jl~l1or ~I Grupul pc-n .. 
\ru dJalng: linclnl -jOHC'lI. un 1'01 
hnportnnl in polltleu romilneol" 
elL. Obputele prlvtnd dC111ocra .. 
tiD, 0 prcsA lIberA AU inccput dc 
ascmencn sA IC dezvolte, 

Componcnt.a . ndunt.rll eonllt! .. 
tuantc c.rcatA· de oiegerlle dtn 
20 mal ogUnde,tc din punctul de 
\'ederc aJ ftce5tcl delego.\lI. vo .. · 
tnt.a poporulul, Alegcrl 0 au 
creat 0 adunare Inve.'tItA cu rc" 
dac:tarea noll constltu,11. Adu .. 
narea rcCleclli plurftUsm cu 0 
OQOzlUe rea..lA Ii .emnltlc:.tivl. 
chler dacA cate !raementatA. 
Sarcina tmedtalA e: accstet adu .. 
nArl este sA rcdacteze eorw;tltu
liD care va da garanW adeyA .. 
rate pcntru contlnuarea pl'oce" 
,;ulul de dezvo1tare R principII" 
lor democraticc ele guvernnr'e, 

TOlUSI trcbule All nnti1m cd 
dupA crllerlile elc('\ondc din 
tArt cu lradlUI dCmOCI'Rlc ~tl\· 
tomlctle, dell!ga\iD Q j:l:t\sil ell 
proceM"ul cleclnr,,1 n .,,'ut 1m
perfecllunl pl'ocedurnlc ,emnl
llcallve, Dclega\la B conslnlHt 
cnnAloarcte nereguH In zlua B"· 
legerllor. 

I. Peraoane neautorlzate I." 
cordau nC.!lollcllale asiEOlenta cc
lor care votau: 

2. peraoBne neaulorlza\p. a· 
,Islau la p.rocedurllc de numl
rare a Yoturllor, fn dou.l cazurl 
persoD.ne . numlte ca ulstent! 
tehnlcl de cAire prlmar pentru 
• 8151.sta la procedurlle clcclora .. 

Ie de peate it au rAm as dupl·ln .. 
chldcarea seclillor pentru a a .. 
ftlsla la numliorAtolire : 

3, FoloNln~a ncodec:vatl din 
puncl de \,(onere tchnlc a n10· 
dulul d~ numural'c, 

4, I)e nlulle uri propaganda 
l':lectoralil ct~Cli'ut" .la 0 dla .. 
tanti. mal·mlc~ rJe 50Q mC'trl dc 
sccUa de votarc. Inclusl.\· mole .. 
rtale de propagandA. clccloralA 
hi. circa de volare ; 

0, Urnc nealgllate sau pr08t 
slgllale : 

6, Scctll de \'oltlre cu numa' 
Un rcprc7.cntnnl de lu un slnj:!ur 
pm'tld pcntnl II Mistil In VIJ· 
tare: 

7, Reo.llzAreD nccorespunzA .. 
toare 1\ procedp('lor de Identltl .. 
care n stampllclur, ta seaI'll. nn
\lonalA, . 

,8. Un e1actorat "lab pregAUt 
In procedurl1~ de votara, A .. 
ccoat.n a dUI la eontuzll lA lac" 
1Jl1e dc \'otarc 6'1 la Incetillll'ca 
procesutul etectnral. 

Neregullie dc nln) lUI nu pnr 
"tI )n!luenlat protund rezul· 
tatul alegerUor, TOlu,I, ar tre .. 
bUI luue muurl Dentru Indrf'o" 
tarea unor asHel de neregull 
Inalntea alegerJ)or vUtoare 
pentru R Jannta cl. nu vor apA
rca nbuzurl In viltor. tn llnal, 
In cluda "cedor neregull, otlela
IItOUle ·electornlc trebute man
dnlnle penlru c:\ au.dat dovftdA 
df' nlflrc r6:bdllrc 51 d~volamenl 
ffttl1 cle numllru! marl~ cI~ OQ
mr.nl In condl\lI fnRrtc (lllklle, 

MulL mal ingrlJorD.tor declt 1\" 

ceste A:rescll JIIisle111Qtiec In zlua 
nit!Kerllor a If1I:;1 IIpsa d~ bunt. .. 
volnt6 1\ pre~dlntcJul 51 ft Drf
muluJ mlnlstru nl C,P,U,N, de a 
rAspunde In mod adeevat la ur
mAtoarele : 

1. Exemple reale sl documen
tote de "'lolcmIA 51 lntlmldare a 
partldelor din opozHle de cUre 
FSN. in perloada campnnlcJ c
lectorrue ,I 

2, PlingerUe Intemelate ale a
celorasl' partldc pe pareurBU! a-. 

cetela,l 'Derlollde de acces In.i~ 
dccvRt la radiO, Lelevlzlune " 
presa scrilld.· . 

DC$I ael'nstA deJea:a~te nu . I 
gi\ ... 11 dovcli core III .prlJlne a .. 
(.'u7.n1ille dc (.'on,plra~le Qlc 
conducerll colectlve a FSN 1m
pOll'lva opozltleJ pollUcc, IIp
J;;I!, do bunAvoln~A 8 prcsedlnle
lui $1 a· prlmulul nllnJstru sA I. 
cuno\itlnlA ~I 16 In mhurJ din 
limp ,I' udecvotc ~nlru I eo~ 
recta QCcstc abuzud !1ftgrante 
ou o\'ul un Impacl sernnlCica .. 
th' ell! Inhlbo.re o· IIb~rIAUl $1 
eoa'c'{'tl!\IIJil1l1 C'ampanle!. Este 
"liI'l'inn I:u\'cmulul IA nslguf'e u 
n(1UII('(l til' !i\1I1 dc bunt'i rrr.
dlntl'l $1 dn~tltA, Presedlntele 
L""l.';o.; 1',n lilt~.1~u, in o;llnl;1 
nt.;1lilrll, U C$lIlit tn nC~·iI.~hi $nr-
l'lnla impurhtnliL . 

A\.'QntaJelc de care , .. n bucu
rat $1 a DbuZll In tlmpul cam
p~nlel . clectorale conducercft 
fSN, sin I, ·dup4 opJnla noutrA 
lolal nedrcpte, Intr .. o demo .. 
l'I'utie adc\.'liratlt, lotu,l. elite 
dntMI:I poporulul In prlmul 
rinel 56 Iraid lu rAapundcre 0 
conduecrc proa'lA, Oncl 0 .. de .. 
\'liratA democralle \'n .. continua 
sA . Ie d ezvolte, Fron tuJ· sa u . va 
trebul 81 renuntc 18. seesle a .. 
Vantaje in tlmpul celor 18 tunJ 
care vor venl sau va trebul, la. 
\'illoarete alegerl, sA dea ao .. 
cotealA poporulul romiln, 

Aec~le alegerl au creat oca .. 
tin pcnlru 0 .dunarc constltu~ 
nnlA de dlvcl'lie colornturl en .. 
fC lOA lucreze in1prcuna in bu· 
nli .credlntla pentru dcmocrutt .. 
zurelt ROnlHnlel. !::sIc 8cum de 
datorln conduccrll Romanlel 
Si.' dO\'cdenlicl1' comunltMII In .. 
IcrnRtlonale prtn modul In 'ca
re \'8 conduce aeeaslA adunarc 
In elaborarea unel constllutlt 
C'Rre .-:il eUmlne toat~ ob .. tacolele 
din cnlea unel actlvlt'li poilU .. 
l·C normnle, hoti.lrlrell el de a 
apllca pl'!nclpJlle democratlct-, 

(urmead semnAturJle ,I call-
Utile membrllor detegaUeJ) • 
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Training: 

1. Training in the administration of large scale accreditation 
procedures and in the use of Polaroid camera systems by: 

Ronald R. O'Connor 
Director 
Government Identification 

Systems 
Polaroid Corporation 
575 Technology Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

Commodities: 

Terrence E. Dalton 
Worldwide Project Manager 
Government Identification 

Systems 
Polaroid corporation 
575 Technology Square 
cambridge, MA 02139 

1. Four Polaroid 
corporation) 

ID4 System Cameras (loaned by Polaroid 

2. Ten Cases Type 669 Polaroid Film 

3. 6000 Badge Clips 

4. 6000 Neckchains 30 inch NPS 

5. 6000 Printed Data Cards to Specification 

6. Twelve boxes Polaroid Laminate #823 

7. Three hand held slot punches 
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ROMANIA 

.BULETI.N DE V'O'T:' 

':'. ' . . .. 

," .', 

PENTRU ALEGEREA PRE~EDINTELUI ROMt\NIEI 

20 MAl 1990 
.. 

"1,..-

Circumscriptia clcctoralit Nt'. 41 
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FRONTUL SALVARII 
NATIONALE 

ILIESCU ION 

PARTJDUL / 
NATIONAL-LIBERAL . 

CAMPEANU RADU 

PARTJDUL NATIONAL 
TARANESC - cl'c~tin ~i '<:~
democrat 

RATIU ION 

2 
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PARTIDUL DHEPTATII SOCIALE 
(NOUA DEMOCBATlE) DE NOHD
VEST din nOl\lANIA 

1. DIACONU GlmOl1GIIE 
:!. DIMA SOnrN 
3. PANlUTE 

CONSTANTIN-ION 

PARTJDUL NATIONAL _ 
TAHANESC CRE~TIN $1 ~ 
DEMOCRAT ~. 

I. IACOB CAlUS 
2. DUMITRESCU CONSTANTIN 
3. POPA STEll AN 
4. GHIGA IIUHAIL-IONEL 
5. MIHAlLA MIHAIL 
6. OPRICA MIHAI-HORIA 
7. ELEFTERESCU DUMITHU 
a. CHISTRUGA ALEXIE 
U. ClUBREAG ION 

10. ZAIT CONSTANTIN 
11. NITA OPREA 
12. HA rCA F'LORICA-RADIT A 
13. MARIA ACHIM 
14. MACOVET C. rOAN 

PARTJDUL 
ECOLOGIST HOMAN 

I. MANOLACHE ADRIAN 
:L VASILESCU VALENTIN 
3. 13HATU CONSTANTIN

ALEXANDRU 

PARTJDUL TINEllETULUI r~ 
LlBER DEMOCRAT DIN 
ROMANIA . 

I. AFRIM MARCEL. 
:>.. LEONACHESCU NICOLAE . 
3. Dn'lcA pgTRE 
4. BENEA ION 

PARTJDUL AL1ANTA 
PENTRU DEMOCRATlE 

I. VOICUI.ESCU MIHAl 
2. IGl1E'j' ION . 
:3. PETRESCU VALERlU-IOAN 
4. GnrGORlU JEAN EMIr. 
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PARTIDUL LlBEHAL M 
(AL LlBERTATlJ) DlN . 
ROMANIA 

1. APOSTOLESCU 
IIARALAMBIE
DUMITRU 

2. MUNTEANU EMIL 
3. POPESCU $TEF AN 
4. SERBAN LEONARD 
5. TUDUCE ANTON 
6. VOICU DUMITRU 
7. SMARANDlU NICOLAE 
B. POPESCU MARCEL 
9. GEORGESCU MIHAIL 

10. MATEI DIMITRIE 
11. PREJBEANU N1COLAE 
12. DOBHICEANU MICHAELA 
13. LEORDA CONSTANTIN' 
14. VUZITAS GHEORGHE 

PAHTIDUb HADICAI. @ 
DEMOCRAT 
BUCURESTI 

1 CARJEAN ION RINDUNI':L 
AUREL 

PARTIDUL UNIUNEA 
REPUBLICANA 

I 'OANA NICOLAE 
2'. N1TU M. GHEORGHE 
a. GHEHMAN TUDOR 
4 MU$AT AURELIAN 
5~ DRAGO!\llR TRAIAN CAIUS 
6. ANGBEb PETHE 
7. ELIN MIHAl 
8. PITUT GHEORGHE 
9. GRIGORF.SCU DINU 

10. IOVAN ION 
II. GRANF.SCU HARALA~mH; 

UNIUNEA . 
DEMOCRATA A 
ROMILOR 
DIN ROMANIA 

I. CIOADA ION 

I'ARTIDUl, VIITORUI. 
DEMOCRAT 
A'I. PATHlEJ 

1. MlRILA [ON 

~ UJilli D p 

2. DIACONESCU A VASITX 
3. VEHNCSCU JAK 
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!\ L LA N T 1\ ..c;;:;) 
PENTIlLJ UN1T .. \TEA ~ 
HOMANILon-- A.U.n. 

1. M Ie\! Dl.' \TlTIHJ 
:!. ;t,1\~H'''n::;c( I VI11(;Jt. 
::. J11l1·::\ZlI OCT.'\VIi\;': 
.1. CI1IS'mScu Mlnel':A 

~=-'----"~-".------

I'-iiI 'NTI". :· .. \1.\';',JiII 
N/\TI(lN ,\ L,I': 

1. I11ANOl,IU LI A 
2. VULPESCU R01.1ULlJS 

. 3. ANAGNOSTE VICTOH 
4. B!RLADI-:ANU ALEXANDRU 
5. SOI\RE V. MIRCEA 
6. TATU NEcur,AI SEMION 
7. COTEANU ION 
8. PIHU AU':XANDnu 
n. CAJAT. NICOT,AE 

10. TUGUL.EA ANDRE! 
11. BARBULESCU CONSTANTIN 
12. IONESCU VICTOH i\Jt\rliU:; 
13. BEsom ION 
14. FOCHlM:U VASII.E 

--.-....•. --.~-.. --------.-

UNIUNL\ CnL:;iTIN 
onTODOXA 

1. CJOBANU r.UGU" 
'-. SA LANOlU C'.oRNELIA 

f'i\ n TrOUT. 
Ii 1·:rJ1N'::;Tnnr.TTF.:I 
r'!/\TlnNf\"''' 
DIN Ho~1I\NrA 

J. AGAPESCU J[,] ~ 
2. JACOB PAULA 
3. CIOFLAN EMIl. 

.~' 

~JI 
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PARTIDUL URER 
SCHI1\lBIST 

1. GHOZA VASILE 
2. TRICOLICl CHInlL 
:l. CIOBANU MIHCfA 
4. U1.MU BOGDAN 
5. BANCU THEODOH 
0. RIZESCU DlNU N1CL'Ll\E 
7. 10NESCU ANDI1U n.OlliN 
B. JURCA EMTf. 
9. POPESCU N. COnNEUU 

10. SCRIPCARIU Dr:.'\GO~ 
J I. COSTINESCU PETHE

~TEFAN-VLAD 
12. COSTA CONSTANTIN 
1:1. RADU MARIA 

PAI1TIDUr. 
OI::MOCRAT AGRAR 
DIN ROMANIA 

I. DUMITRESCU MARIN (PUlU) 
~. IONESCU 515E.';>1'I-VLAD 
.J. BOLD ION 
4. OHANESIAN DAVID 
5. HARTJA SERG!lTE 

UNlUNEA LlBERAL.~ 
"BRATIANU" 

1. GOLIMAS A UREI. 
2. CUZA lOAN 
:1. STEFANESCU DI:\U 
4. CaJEORGHE ION . 
5. BERCIU DUMITRU 
D. GHEOHGIlIU DEL.! A-

!3I·;ATP.ICE 
7. DOBREANU DAN-E~IA~:OIL 
B. ALBU BUJOR 
'9. GULER GHEORGHE 

10. OHZAN PETRU 
11. OPREl\ DDMITRU 
12. BEECHE$ COSTleA 

PARTlDUL ROMAN PEt\TRU 
NOUA SOCIETATE 

1. BOZDOG NICOLAE 
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PARTlDUL SOCIALIST 
DEMOCRATIC ROMAN 

1. SIMU ION 
2. PODANI DUMITRU-MIRCEA 
3. DUMITRU lOAN 
1. DADARLAT II-!ARJA 
!i. GLODEANU ANTONETA 
0. ICONARU ION 
7. TEODORESCU ROMEO

CONSTANTIN 
O. MANEA VICTORIA-MARIA 
9. POPESCU GABRIELA 

10. Nr:n:SCU DAN-NlCOLAE 
11. VITION DlJMfTRA 
12. STHATUL!\T VASILE 
J:l. ANDREIANA NECULAIU 
I 'I. SA~:DETCHI MfRCEA 

1. ADHlAN CONSTANTIN 

.' 

2. CIOCIOC GEOHGE-MlRCE.-\ 
3. NU1'U CONSTANTIN 
4. PETRE WAN 
5. BANESCU MlRCEA 
6 MIHAl MARIAN 

, .....• 

PARTIDUL UII1ANITAR ~. 
AL PACII ~ 

• 

1. TIPA TOADER 
• 

... :,. 

PARTIDUL PENTRU CINSTIREA 
EROILOR REVOLU1'IEI !;ll 
SALVARE NATIONALA 

1. ANTONESCU roAN 
2. !;lERBAN OVIDIU 

PARTIDUL ~~,'. 
I,AT10NAL ROJ\JAN ~ 

1. MOSCU FLORIN-EllUL 
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PARTIDUI .• 
SOCIAL DEMOCRA l' 
ROMAN 

1. STANESCU ISTRU n,\DU-
MIRCEA 

2. DIMITRESCU R.'\DU
ALEXANDRU 

3. CONSTANTINESCU 
CONSTANTIN 

4. PLE$A EMIL 
5. ALEXE GH. FLORlN-

NICULAE 
G. BOTEANU MATE! 
7. CUNESCU COW;TANTTN 
n. $ELARU MIRCE.". 
9. APOSTOL ION 

10. DOBRESCU LEONTE 
11. BRNrF:sCu GHEORGHF: 
12. GHECIU nAD\) 
13. ZAlVIFJH.ESCU 1'. DUMITHU 

T 

GRUPARF:A 
DEIViOCRATICA 
DE CENTRU 

1. GERVENI NICULAE 
2. GHIGORESCU ALEXANDRU 
~1. GROSU ANDREI 
.1. $MINA ZISU 
fl. COSTAcm; N. ADRlAN 
G. NICOLESCU MIRCEA 

SERBAN 
7. T'ETHESCU ELENA 
n. GEORGESCU GEORGETTA 
I}. I',\PADOPOL 

. J·;CATEHINA-VIOLETA 
I il. ,\ UREL IONESCU 
I!. APOSTOLESCU VICTORIA 
12. IORDACHE MARCEL 

. 1:1. C>nr.CHI ELENA 
14. S'l'HACHlNARU PUMITRU 

PARTIDUL MUNCll /In;./ 
1. ONOFREI VALERlU 
2. MIHAILA $TEFAN 

A~J U LA Y 
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l'NIU:-<EA 
POLONEZILOR DIN 
ROMANIA 
"DOM POLSEJ" 

1. RAINER MIHAl 

GRUPAREA DE CENTRU 
,.NODA RO:llANIE" 

1. Sl'SANU GHEORGHE 
2. CANA IONF,L 

P:\RTlDUL 
SOCIAL DOrOCRAT 
C·" ""')')" y·c· 'I ' N ~J.\l; .• r' .\', \ .1.\ .:-~~ 

J. VI$!~iESCU CONSTANTIN 
2. D.~?'CIULr:SCU lONEL 

8 

P.'IRTlDUL 1IlISCAREA 
"T1NARA DE.I!OCl!Xfir;·· 

1. RA$:\,OVEAXU CO:,STA:-iTIN 

MIsCAREA 
EC,)LOGISTA DIN 
ROMAl':!.'\ 

1. BI.EAHU MARCTAN 
2. PASCU VIRGIL 
3. F'AGARASANU GABRIELA 
4. iVIATEESCU DELlA-OLGA 
r,. IONESCU GABRIELA 
ij. HADULESCU MIHAl 
7. MIHAILA GHEORGHE 
0. D!\NET GHEORGHE 
9. DU:vIlTRACHE VASILE 

JO. KHIRCOR NICOLAE 
11. TEODORESCU CORNELIU 
I~. ~!oDORCEA MTTICA-PU)F 
I:l, CONSTA:\,TINESCU MARI.·\:'-1 
1·1. LUPA$CU ALE~A:\,DRLJ 
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PARTIDUL ~ 
NAT10\':IL-LlREH/\r. ./ 

J. CAMPEANU RADU-ANTON 
:!. SANDULESCU IONEL 
:1. ,,:F:CHOPONTES MARlA-

s:\:\!) \ (TATAHESCU) 
-1. Hi,Gf::XGlUC vrCTOn-GEORGE 
~-. TF:TlI MARlA-MATILD .... 
Ii. POPESCU-NEC$E$Tl 

ADRIAN 
7. lIlflNOLESCU NlCOLAE 
H. lONESCU CALINESTI 

lI1TH:\IL-ANTON 
O. BOGDAN GEORGE 

Ifl. PASCU NADEJDA 
I J. CARAMZULESCU MIHAIL 
12. LEONTE DINU-JOAN 
1:l. POPESCU NEGREA.:,\,U 

TTBERru 
1 ~. ~;(lc\HE G H. ION 

PARTIDUL NATIONAL fN\N P 
l'ROGRr.:SJST 

1. 13ANAC VICTOR 
~. ANTON ACHE CONSTANTIN 

I 

L ~'. 

PARTIDUL MUNCH i;ll 
DREPTATlJ SOCIALE 
DIN· RO~1AN IA 

1. DOBRESCU \' ASTLE 
EJ\ULIAN 

2. STEGARU CORNELIU 
3. VEZURE NICULAE 
4. UNGUH8ANU OHEST8 
5. ANTONE.SCll ION 
o. CA~.I.-\nZAN DUMITRlJ 

UNIUNE,\ 1\ 
DEMOCRAT'CRE1;\TINA ~ 

1. IONESCU BOGDAN 
2. i;lTEFANESCU PAUL 
3. CONSTANTINESCU 

CONSTANTIN 
4. MATEi;lIU OCTAVIAN 
5. SAVESCU MIRCEA 
6. PTCl.:LESCU STELl AN 
7. TA,{ASE GHEORCH8 
P.. }~ASl!1 V. GHEORGHE 
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PARTIDUL 
CASA ROMANA 
A EUROPEl 
DEMOCHA'l'ICE 

1. Vl$OIU DOllINEL 
2. DUMBHAVA NICOLAB 
:1. MISCH IE SERGIU 
4. UHIGOR MIHAl' 

PARTIDUL DEMOCRAT 
AL MUNCfl 

1. A VRAM 1. lOAN 
2. DOBRESCU C. RADU 
3. pANESCU CONSTANTIN 

" 

4. CONSTANTINESCU VIHGILIU " 
5, MOISESCU ANTON 
6. DINUT NICOLAE 
7. RALASOru NICOLAE-JON 

10 

PARTIDlJr. COOl'f.IlATIST@_,,,,, 
rJLIALA MliNIC1PllJLUl " 
HUC[I RE$Ti'-

1. DANGA DUM1TfHJ 
:~. nUI~1JMF.TI·~ DlJMITRU 
::. N E!\ TlJ CORNEl,ru 
'I. CIL][-l]A VASILE 
f •. NBAMTU MHlCEA 
0. MlTROFAN $TEFAN 
7. CnrSTEA VANGHELE 
O. nARBULESCU NICOLAB 
n. ARMEANU CRAUCIUC 

F1WRONIA CONSTI\+'ITA 
10. CIOBANU MIHAIL 
1 J. PASCU MARIUCA 
12. CAZAN ALEXANDRU 
1~. SECAREANU MIHAl' 
14. nusr, $TF.F'AN ' -

PARTIDUL ECOLOGIST 
UMANIST FONDAT IN 
ARAD 

j "' 

1. SIMIONESCU SIMICEL PAUL 
2. HOTARAN CALIN MARCEL 
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PARTIDUL 
TARANESC ROMAN 

1. MANOLE DIONISIE 

I • . " 

I 

PARTIDUL DEMOCRAT AT, \ 
PROGRESIST . i.=1. 

'.".'" , 

1. MOISESCU ZAMFIR 

PARTIDUL UNITATII 
DEMOCRATICE 
NUCLEUL CENTRAL 
BUCURE$TI 

1. POPESCU HRISTACHE 
2. ZAHARESCU RADU 
3. BOERIU PETRU-AURELIA'" 
4. HOMOCEA DUMITRU 
5. SCHIOPIHLAN VERGILIU 
6. PANACHE PAUL 

.. 

PARTIDUL 
REPUBLICAN 
CRE$TIN 
DIN. ROMANIA 

1. POPILEAN GHEORGHE 
2. COSTACHE GH. CONSTANTIN 

LISTA DE CANDlDATI 
INDEPENDENT! 

CUCIUREANU ADRIAN 
ANDREI CONSTANTIN 

.::..>j r:':.:· 
. ; .... :' :""~ 

.,'" 

11 

LISTA DE CANDIDATI 
INDEPENDENTl 

PALER OCTAVIAN 
DAMIAN ASCANIO 
CRE.TIA PETRU AUREt. 
DUMITRESCU SORIN 
MARCHIS IOAN 
PESAMOSCA ALEXANDRU 
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CAN DID A '1' INDEPENDENT 

OCULESCU DAN ALEXANDRU 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

CURELEA B. JULIAN 

CANDID AT INDEPENDENT 

BERCAN MIRCEA 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

MIHATL POPESCU 

12 

GRIGORE l\\ARIN 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDE:-l1' 

CRISTESCU DUMITRU 
OLGA VIORICA 

CANDIDAT INDEPC':DE:~T 

LUP01 MIHAIL 

CA.NDIDAT lKDEPENDENT 

ISTODORESCU STELIANA 
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--_ .. ----. 
CAl\f.IlDAT 1:,DEPENDENT 

RADVLESCU OCTAV1Ai'< 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

l\IOGO~ANU GHEORGHE 

CA1,DlDAT JNDEPE~;DENT 

lIlARI:\,J:.:SCU 
CONST:\NTIN 

~ .1 

r-------' -----~. 
CA."iDlDAT 1)\il)J:;PLNDEc.:T 

RAJ lI.lE l\llHCEA 

CANDIDA'}' INDf;[JENIJI~NT 

PEHETEANU AN OnE! 

CANDlDAT INDEPENDENT 

vACAROIU ANDRE EUGEN 
CmSTJAN 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

MOTIU DOINA l\IARIANA 
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PARTI?l!.L NATIONAL ~ , 
TAR.\,'E,.,C.CRE!;,TI:l !;'I ~. 
DF.~I()CR:\ T ' ~ 

. j.: ·Dl.·\CON ESCD JON 
2. CONSTANTIJliESCU 

CONSTANTIN CLAPS 
3. IONESCU-GALBENI 

NICOLAE VASILE 
4. LAZARESCU PAUL 
5. lVIACi\RIE SERGIU 
(1. GHIKA CONSTANTIN 
7. \VARIN SILVIA-NARCISA 
8. ANTONIU lOAN 
9. VASILE RADU 

10. DRAGOMIRESCU ADRIANA 
I I. AMZU+,A CONSTANTIN 
12. ENESCU GH. ION 
13. COMANESCU GHEORGHE 
14. B,\HBARESSO EMANOIL-f)A", 
15. Gl-lEGOR1AN NlCULAE 
16. POPA MlRCEA-IOAN 
17. 1UE lI11NODORA 
18. STANESCU GHEORGHE-DAN 
19. lACOVESCU ANDREI 
20. TEODORESCU DUMITRU 
21. IONESCU CONSTANTIN 
~2. P,\NA EMILIA 
23. SILVESTRU MARTUS 
~4. TEODORESCU JON-EUCEN 
~.;. IO\'£SCU CORNEL1U 
~'" PaPA MlRCEA-ALEXANDRU 
2i. STANESCU CEZAR 
20. 1I.\:-<CU CRISTJANA-MARIA 
29. DDrTTRIlJ LELIA-WOARA 
30. cosr,!\C TEODOR-CABRIEL 
31. D1NUy..\ JOAN 
32. Pl:TCREANU MAR IUS-

,'1DRrAN 
33. CU2EA VALENTIN 
34. PAUNEseu M. COSTEr. 
35. PASCALE FELICIA 
30. RADULr,SCU SERBAN

ALEXANDRU- VICTOft 
. 37. COT1NGHlU ~mIA1L 

38. POPESCU RADU-WReEA 
39. LJWCl'TIA CORNEl. 

. -,' ... 

~------------------------~ 

PARTIDl'L ECOLOGIST ~\\b.:.. 
ROMAN ~ 

1. WEBER ERNEST OTTO 
2. TUDOR GHEORGHE 
3. GRUlA LUCIAN 
4. RADULESCU SORIN-

GABRIEL 
5. PRClDAN SORIN-MARG.\RIT 
6. SUIU ION 
7. STOleu+, CRISTIANA 
8. NISIPEANU TEODORA 
9. CREANGA ANTON 

PARTIDUL TINERF.',TLTLT.!J 
LIBER DEMOCRAT 
DIN ROMA.,'nA 

I. TODIRAS JOAN 
2. RAlCU ROMEO 

p~ 
,..-~ V J 

\ ; 
\ I 

3. ZAHARIA VALENTlX-.-\HATO 
4. ILIE CRrSTIAN 
.5. NAE DINCA-EDUARD 
fl. ZLOTEA SEVASTIA:-< 
7. SAVIN GHEORGHE 
B. BOTAR REMUS 
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PARTIDL'L 
.ALlANT.-\ PE~TRU 
U£lvIOCHATI ]'; 

I. NEGOITA VASILE 
~. MAFTEI V. IOA~; 
:1. VLAD ROilIULl'S 
4. BUCATA LUCI.>\;-.J 
fl. COTOR GABRlEI. 
~. VLAD STEFAN IA 
7. TATOWR SORI;-.J 
8. BUCATA COSTEI. 
9. VEZUREANU D-TRU 

10. GROWe GEORGE-DAN, 

PARTIDUL LIBERA!,,,. M 
(AL LlBERT:\ 1'11) ," 
DIN HQ;\1:\~ 1.\ , .. 

J . ,' .•. / 

I APOSTOL D4.,f~~siA:1)!T.l.N .' ''-, 
~. DUlvIITRESCU i!OG.j)AN-· 'i. . 
:1. SCRBAN CAHMr:N "''';'. • . 
4. NICOLAE TIl, DAN·I.lVIU·, 
fJ ZAMF1RlvllliAI 
Ii. BCNGA MARIAN 
7. MERISANU NICOLAE 
8. PALOS NICOLETA· 

CORNELIA 
9. RETAS l'vIATEI 

III. H.\Ol:U:SCU ADI·11.'IN 
II. HAOU IiO:lI£H 
I~. COlA DJ\ " 
13. NEPOTEA)I LACHf:::-i'nU 
}4, CHIHITA DUMlTRU-IIIAHl.·\;-.J 
15. IONESCU MARIN 
10. DINU NARCIS-IULlAN 
17. HOPU ADELINA 
18, GRAt.:R GABRIELA 
19. COVAer IOSIF 
20, LUPU ALEXANDRU 

DUMITRU 
21. BARBULESCU DAN-MIRCEA 
22. NAUM ANDREEA 
n VISOlU GHEORGHE 
24. STOIAN VALERIU 
~;j. LUPLJ ALEXANDRINA 
~[j. CORAJ DUMITRU 
27. IONESCU CRIST1AN·TEOD0!t 
28. BUZATU ILl F: 
29. SEClU DAN-TEODOR 
:W. MOT LUCIA-MARI.·\ 
:1I. TO~'I.>\ V:\SILlCA 
:32. CONSTANTIN il-IAR I ... 
33. BUDEANI.I STEFAN 
34. ENESCU ION 
35. MICU VIOREL 
36. BUDE MARIANA 
37. ANGHEL VALENTIN • 
:16. BABAN ORAGO$-Af{i\IANCI 
:19. IONESCU MAR1AN 
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P:\RTIDVL RADICAL @ 
DEMOCRAT 
BUCURE$TI 

1. COSTEF' FT.OfllA!'I 
2. C.IIR.IEAN VICTORIA 
:1. lSTRATE GRORGE 

PARTTDlJL UNlUNEA 
REPUBLICANA 

J. DEf\C MIP.CEA 
.2. It.iGA G:\BRIF:L 
3. S~1ARANDt:SClJ VASILE 
4. NlrU MIHAL 
5. ANDREESCU CRISTIANA 

RODICA 
6. ONE$EANU D-TRU DAN 

JOAN 
7. ONE$EANli IRINA 
R. NICULESCU ALEXANDRV 

g;<JlTNEA CRESTlX.l, @,'.f,i:--'. 
ROMA!>.'I.'\ 

I. POP. GllEORCm: 
2. EREMLA MIRELA 
::. DAN JON 

L;XIUNEA DDlOCRATA 
:\ ROlllILOR Df:~ ROMANIA. 

I. flADUC!\l'nT GH80RCHE 
:!. NICOLAE GHEORGHE 
;l. IVAN GHEORGHE 
q. LON ITA STEF'""'l 
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PARTIDUL VIITORUL ~ 
DEMOCRAT AL fATRIEI fj~.tW 

o • 

I. PETRIA EUGENIU-DRAGO~ 
2. CHIRIAC SERGIU 
3. $URLIN L1ANA-ANCA

MARIA 
4. MAZAT GH. PETRE 
5. MILEA ALEXANDRINA-

IOANA 
6. MIRCESCU CORNELlA 
7. ILiESCU GABRIEL 
6. DiACONIUC SERIO.!A 
9. BOLOVAN MARIA 

10. CHIRITA MARIANA 
11. STAN IOANA 
12. ILIESCU ROMIO 

.. -. ' ...... " ' .. _' ', ...... ~- .. , .•.... 

ALiANTA@· .. 
PENTRU UNITATEA 
ROMANlLOR - A.U.R. 

I. STAMANICHI ION 
2. CRAUCIUC oLIMpU 
3. VASILESCU PAVELESCU 

lOAN 
4. TIN.1t\LA MEDR.EA 

CORNELIU 
5. ROMILA FLORIN 

ALj.:XANbRU 
6. PATRU VALENTIN 
7. ENESCU DAN GHEORGHE 
8. BADEA SORIN-MlHAIL 
9. Nr:CIWTU VIRGIL EUCSN 

10. BREAZU DANIELA-VIORICA 
11. NISTOR N. JON 
12. BIBInI OCTAVIAN 
13. GEORGESCU SILVIU 
14. CREANGA LUCIA SIMONA 
15. SIMENY NAGY LAUR

MIHAIL 
16. DUMITRU PROFIRA 
17. BANICA VIOP.EL 

5 

PARTIDUL MI~CAREA 
DEMOCRATIA t 
MODERNA .;' 

// ... " 

I. POPESCU JU,EXANDiW 
2. DRAGOMIR~Scu'-'RADiJ 
3. APOSTOLESCtf G()NSTA~TIN 
4. IONESCU CONSTANTIN . 
5. TUCA ION .. 
6. MARTON MIHAl 
7. TILICA ELEONORA

ALEXANDRA 
8. POPESCU MIHAl 
9. MIHAl I. MATEI 

10. DRAGOMIRESCU MARIA 
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F'RONTl.:L SALVARII 
KATIO?l:ALE 

1. ROil'JAN PETRE 
2. DIJiVlARESCU EUGEN 
:,1. NASTASE ADRIAN 
4. ZA:l1FIR BASARAB CATALIN 
5. 7.AI-lARIA CORNELJIJ DAN 
G. GOLU il1111AlL 
7. NfCULtSCU DuvAz BOGDAN 

NICOLA!': 
Po. SEVERIN ADRIAN 
9. SCORTAN GHEORGHE 

DOHlN 
10. SOfmSCU CONSTANTIN 
II. DABIUC \'ICTOR 
12. 1I111L\IESCU TEODOR BOHIA 
I~. II:lURE$AN LIVIU 
14. BOTNARU SORIN THEODOR ' 
15. SAR!\FOLEANU DORJN 
16, DOCHIA AURELIAN 
Ii. CRASNARU DANIEI.,A 

CARMEN 
IIi. CANACHEU COSTICA 
19. vorcu MIHAl 
20. GEORGESCU ADRIAN 
21. MA!'lOLE GHEORGHE 
22. LfX:\NDROru VIOREL 
2:1. COSilHN VICTORIA 
2~. 1I1lJSETESCU OVIDIU 

TIBEnTU 
25. ILfESCU NICOLAU AGATA 
26. IANCU MIHAl 
27. F'LEAC:\ DAl\'UT lOAN 
28. 10NESCU SlH.'\RANDA 
29. I\1JR£!\ STELl AN CORNELIU 
30. IIUHATLESCU TEODORA 

DORIN A 
31. Gr'. \' .. \L/UGOV CORNEL/V 

DOnI" 
:.12. P." VLU MIRCEA 
:J:J. RADD AURlCA 
34. IORGA EUGENIA 
35. POPESCU GEORGE 
::6. GHfTIU PAUL 
37. S\'0f10NO$ ANDREI 
:In. VADUVA ADRiAN VIOREL 

, 39. POROH:'>! ~J1RCEA 

• --- -.- _. __ A, •• _. ._......... • •• 

e 

UNfUi\EA l.'CRAI"E;\ILOR DIN 
Ro;vrANIA 

1. NEPOHOD.\ IVAN 
(SEREDEi\'C:ruC roAN) 

'\ &~ ': 
IINILTN'E'" '" ~ .'.' ,-, ~, -
"CRE$TI7'l ORTODOXA"<0~: , 

1. POPESCU GR. GHEORGHE 
2. HEMEI DANIEL 
3. IORDANESCU VALERIA 
4. HEME! CO:-.lSTANTIN 
;" MATACHE GABRIEL 
6. BREZEANll NICOLAF. 
7. BAD1JCU fO:'>! . 
B. ALI!:SSIU NICOLAE-ADRIA.:'II 
9. DEMBI;\1SKI DOMINIC 

10. SAVU EUGENIA 
I!. POCOR.\ CORINA 
12. ALEXr: ALEXANDRU 
12. VASILE ION 
14. fONESCU MlHNEA 
1~. M.·\TACHE :II.-\RU 
16. PEnDlV ARA AG1,AI:\ 
17. TIMl.I PARASCHIVA. " 
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UN1U:--1EA ELLEN A 
Df:<l RO:lofANIA 

1. MUf.,ARIDIS 'GEORGE' 
2. IOANlDl ARISTOTEL. 

P/\f1TfDt'L 
R EC():'\STRl'CTIEI 
};ATIONALE 
DI" RO:\lANIA 

1. MACARBNCO VASILE 
2. GHF.ORGHtu'SPF:RANTA 

, :l. rm.,\GHICI MARIN 
'I. PL£SOIANU' VALf!:Rll.l 
;'. C.\L\T£ANU lOAN 
I;, POPESCU GHEORGHE 
7. i\ fl',\ DfANA-MIHAELA 
n. COSOR F.MANOIL 
~I. GHEORGHE M. MIHAl 

1 n. ,\1.·\fORESCU M. GHEORGHE 
11. PAPAGHEORGHE 

/\UCSi\NDRV-LIVru 

FORUlIfUL DEMOCRATIC At. 
GERMANILOR DIN Ro:\'IA};I,\ 

1. SCHWARTZ ROBERT 
CRISTIAN 

2. KLEININGER NTCULAF. 
~. HERBERT RUDOL.F 

T 

PARTIDUL LlBER 
SCHIMBIST 

/"'\ 
'f~ 

1. CAZIMIR ~TEFAN /.! 
2. CORNI$TEANU MIRC!b\ .' 

MIHAl. .... 
3. GRIGORESCU lOAN "'. 
4. VIS ARION ALEXA 
5. DIPLAN CONSTANTIN 
6. HODOROGEA LILIANA 
7. BO$MAN NICULAE 
8. FRANKl. SOFIA 
9. MAXIM LAURA 

10. MOARCA$ ROZALIA 
11. TOTT VALERIA-RODIC:\ 
12. PAUNESCU DAN TITVS 
I:J. VOINESCU LUMINITA 
14. 'rANASESCU ZAHARIA-

ANTOAl'ilETA 
15. DOBREANU GHEORGHE 
Hi. ZAFIU RODlCA 
17. )\,fJRON FLORIN MIHAIL 
lR. Dl.lMlTRESCU AURELfAN 
In. ACHETRARfTET El'Gr:N 
20. POPESCU I. AUTIEL 
21. PHOD:\N 1'. COl\STA:\Tf:\ 
~~. (;REJDlNOIU ANDIU:I 
2:.1. IORDACHE MARIAN 
2~. UNGUREANU GABRIE',L.:\ 
n. lAG ADA CRISTIAN 
~r,. G HERGHEJA~ TER E7.,\ 
27. NITA D.-\?\UT 
20. 1,;RSESCU NfCOLAE-

I::DUARl) 
2!J. nrZESCU DAN GEORGF. 
:;U. PATRA$CU DAN . 
~J. DUBAN PETRE 
32. EVIAN NfCOLAE ALEX. 
33. VACHNnJC NICOLA!:: 
3.;. MLADINOVTCI 1\-1AHL\'" 
,1". VASILE l.JLIAl\:A 
31;. DODRE 1\IIHAI 
37. ILIESCU lIHHAIL 
30. FRANZ1,;TI COR!'<E1. 
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PARTIDUL DEMOCRAT ® 
AGRAR DIN ROMANIA , 

1. TBACI DUMITRU 
2. ZAVORANU NICOLA!;: 
3. RADULESCU ADRIAN 
4. FAN ITA TRITA 
5. GLAMAN GHEORGHE 
Ii. BASAMAC SRRGlU 
7. ALECU N. IOAN-NICOLAE 
fl. CHERMAN AU;XANDRU 
n. MALAIMARI~ MIHAl 

10. SIMA CONSTANTIN 
11. SPJRIDON LAURA-lULIANA 
12. DRAGAN TOMA 
13. STANESCU ZENOVIE 
14. LUPA$CU PRTRE 
15. PODGOREAN RADU 
Hi. PRUNI$ LUCIAN-ION 
17. l LJESCU CONSTANTIN

HORIA 
'J8.' DANACU VTOREL 
19. DIACONEASA AUREL 

• 

UNJUNEA L1BERAL\ 
"BRATIANU" 

1. BRATIANU 1. ION 
2. COCI$ ELENA 
3. CRRNEA EMIL-EUGENIU 
4. DADANAU ION 
~, NEAGOm MANOLEA 
6. MlRESCU CONSTANTIN 
7. GAISTEANU GABRIELA 
H. SOARE NICOLAS 
U. PAVEr. PBTHlCA-MIRCEA 

10. MOGA EUGI::N 
II. HAGALlE flRACO$-MIRCEA 
12. MOSCALClUC MAHCEL 
13. MlTRU$ CHISTIAN 
14. COPOJU NICOLAE 
l5. BERCIU ADINA 
16. GEORCr-SCU VIOREL 
17. DRAGHICESCU INOCENTlU 
JR. CANGEA TEODOR 
In. STAN vmClLlU 
20, BADEA DUMITHlJ 
21. CURDOV NICOI"AF. 
22. STANCIU JORDAN 
23. MADESCU NICOLAE 
24. ClUClU DUMITRU 
25. SANDU r. :;;TEFAbI 
20. MICU ADRIANA 
27. TRANDAFIR MARCEL 
23. COJOCARU SIMONA-

MARILENA 
29. RADU SIMONA-CRISTINA 
:JO. PANFILOIU MARIAN 
31. ION MATEI 
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PARTIDUL ROMAN PENTRU 
NOUA SOCIETAn; 

l. GRECESCU CORNELlA 
2. PETRESCU ANCA 

(MARCULETI 
3. TEODORU EUGENIA 

.~ f~~j:.;. , , I't I 
PARTIDUL SOCIALIST· I.) .. ·.' .. ' .. ", 
DEMOCRATIC ROMAi-l! I 

(. Vv i 'kl 
1. BOTTA GHlC"'" '''':. ' 
2. MOCANU AUHELlU-STEFAN 
:1. MOSCOVICI ADHIAN 
4. TOMA I. CRISTIAN 
5. UDHESCU VICTOR 
6. LAZUREANU TRAIAN 
7. MANEA $TEFAN 
O. TANASESCU $TEFAN

"IOREL 
9. BULIGIOTU DUMITRA 

10. STAN DAVID 
II. CATU CONSTANTIN-ION 
12. NICULCEA COSTEL 
13. TATARU DAN-SORIN 
14. MIRCEA SARMIZA 
Iii. STOIAN ~'IRl)-DOREl. 
lfi. CANDEA N. DUMITR/I 
17. OPHEA AURICA 
18. NECUREAC ARBORE 
19. STANCU OVIDIU 
20. MUNTEANU CRISTINA 
21. GEORGESCU ADRIAN-LIVIU 
22. NICULCEA MARIA 
23. NECUREAC GABRIEL 
24. DUNAREANU VILSON 
25. GRAUR MIRCEA 
26. MACOVEI EREMIA 
27. TEODORESCU SABINA 
28. TINDECHE MARIANA 
~~l. BADEA MIHAIL 
30. AJOANEI LUCIA 
31. SERrA lOAN 
:12. VL/\D GABIUELA 
33. BOTTA V:\ LERIU 
:14. ANGHEL JON 
:1.;. GHF:ORGHE LAURENTIA 
:j(j. IVANESCU ELENA 
:n. SIMION CARMEN 
~H. MILEA ELENA 
:39. VLAD ELENA 
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"'/'.. 
PARTIDVL DEMOCHAT .,;if·" ~'" 
CQXSTITt;TIOKAL A,~~~ 

'.'''''1 .. " ...... 

I. FLORE,\ FLOHI.\"-COU;>lELlU 
2. Sf.\1ACHE NrCl;L\E 
3. 8ALi\CL\"U MARlN-NL'CU 
4. SIWONOV WALTER 
5. n.'\HFlUL£SCU-MARIUS~ 

TIT-H':!UU 
o. ~lJTA $Tf':P!\N 
7. H()~I:\N lO:\EL- \'ALE:\,Tfi-l 
O. CO.JOCMtU M:\RIN 
9. l\:,\~CU CtORGE 

10. }L\NE,\ BO(1DAX-SOHIN 
1I. llL'1\HTHESCU Du:-,uTRU 
I:!. nUCUH VICTOR 
13. HISTEA JON 
I~. CRt\CIUN FLORIAN 
I j. ION IHlNEf. 
l(j. XIClJL:U: GELU 
17. Af'OSTOI.OIU E~lfL 
18. ALf:XANDRU ION 

- - ._._---.----_ .. 

PARTIDUL PENTRU Cl:-;STfRE.'l. 
EROTLOR REVOLUTIEI 
51 SALVAllE NA'j'iOXALA 

1. TODJRCAN GHEOHCHE 
2. GHlT:!. ION 
3. VOICU TRAlAN 
4. CTLlNGHlR MIlL,1 

ATANA5TE 
5. GEGEA ION 
Ii. SCI..iRTU BlILP, 

10 

7. J\KDllEI ill.-\HJO.\H.\ 
a. IO;-':ESCU ELE"A 
D. TIM?iE.-\ V.-\LEXTIN 

10. llll:1f':A IH:\f 1'd I IIAI 
1 I. DAN pm:nr.scu 
I~. PANAIT TORGtT 
I:J. TESCULA l'vlTncr::.~ 
I~. DUZINEANU I\URCf;.,\ 
I.i. POPf:SCU ION 
IG. TUDOR.·' MATHUS 
17. PREDESCU ELF.i\:\ 
13. ZOTESCU DTAN.'\ 
19. GnrGOm:scu GRlG

GRIGORE 
20. DOBROGEANU CONSTANTIN 
~!. DAESCU CHEOHGHE 

....•. •... --- .. .. -' ........ " .•.. 
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P.\I:TIDL"I.. 
",\TJU)I ,\ L flOM.·\N 

1. lOA'" DI Cf,SAR}<~ 
~. NAST:\ "lnGIUV 
::. ~l.·\I1lXr:SCU l'iICL:r...\f: 

PAHTIDCL SOCIA _ 
DEMOCR.\T JtUI~ -

1. CUNESCU SERGlU....... ' !...J 
2. ·AV·HM.1ESCU. CO~T~\NTlN ~ ~ 

GHEORGHE 
~. ARONEANU VADli\-! 
~. PETHAHU MIHAIL-GEOHG,: 
5. BOE!;jTEANU VLADIWR-

VJCTOR 
G. STEFANUC N. MIHAl 
7. DUilHTRlU 1'\'10NICJ\-LIANA 
C. DIMITHIU OCTA V 
9. ARBOHE V ALEHIU 

10. DINV' ilIUGUHl~L-
'ALEXANDHU 

II: .DRAGNJ::A rON 
n DOBRESCU SMARANDA 
13. V ASILESCU 1.i'.1. GHEOHGHE 
14. ALEXANDRESCU CRISTIAN-

CONSTANTIN . 
Ij. JlJAHINf.SCU CONSTANTl'" 
1 G. 1\fIIlE:\ V,\SI l.E 
17. B.\J-lOS GA VlUL 
lD. IVAN O. NICOLAE 
19. 'GALfS MAHIA-

MAGDALENA 
20. TOMA IUUAN-VALERlU 
21. COB1LA DANUT 
~2. BADEA lUI.1AN-

CONSTANTIN 
~3. BE!;jCH 1.-\ SOHIN 
2~.LAZEA VALENTIN 
25. ANDREI GEORGE 
26. ANDREAS lOAN A 
27. EPUHE rONEL 
23. POPA L1VIU 
29. LUDIG MIHCEA 
30. MAHCOFF LUCIAN 
31. ·vinL\" S. lOAN 
32. HADU DHAGOS 
33. GAMAN GEORGE 
~~. CHETU I. VASILE 
3j. SCIlIO;'; SOHIN-MARIHS 
311. POP FLORIN 
n O:';~l.\:\ EUGE!\' 

... ......... ,. 
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GRUP.AREA 

~ DEMOCRA TIcA 
DE q:NXRU 

. :;, :\. :.: ' 

1. MESAROS SERGHEI 
2. NTCA LEON 
3. ZTLlSTEANU ION RADU 
4. DRAGOMIR PETRE 
5. OANA GHEORGHE 
6. MAZILU GHEORGHE 
7. DUMITRESCU DUMITRU 
8. TANAsESCU MIHAI-

ALEXANDRU 
. 9. $EPTILICI ALEXANDRA 
10. MORARESCU ALEXANDRU 
II. V ARZARIU NICOLAE 
12. HUREZEA!'lU IGOR-DANUT 
13. GHIBAN PAVEL 
Jot. MIHALA ALEXANDRU-

VALENTIN 
Hi. POPA ECATERINA-RODICA 
16. TAVALICA PAUL-FLAVIUS 
17. PRISLOPEANU lOAN 
18. STAN DOINA ANCA 
19. TOBESCU MARIN 
20. POPESCU SORIN 
21. $OIMU JOAN 
22. CIUCA MIHAl 
23. $TEFAN IOANA-CRAITA 
24. BARBU MIHAIL 
25. POPA ROMEO 
26. FLOREA MIOARA 
27. VELICU MARIAN 
28. ANGHEL IOANA-CRISTINA 
29. STANCIU ALEXANDRU 
30. DOBRIN GHEORGHE 
31. CONSTANTIN MARIA 

LOUISE 
3~. DRAGOMIR GINA 
33. 10NEseu MARIA-GABRIELA 
34. FILIP GHEORGHE 
35. CIOBANU COSTEL 
36. DIACONU LUCIAN-VIOREL 
37. MIHAl MOLDOVEANU 
38. IORDACHE ANICA 
39. VELICU STELIAN 

12 

PARTIDUL MUNCII 

I. POPA MARIN 
2. IVAN R. $TEF AN 
3. MOSESCU DAN-MIHAn. 
4. STAVARACHE NECULAI 
5. TANCU DUMITRU 
6. CIOBANU G. FLORIN

VALERIU 

UNIUNEA 
POLONEZILOR DIN 
ROMANIA 
.. DOM POLSKI". 

1. STOICA XENIA 
2. RADU JANINA-MARTA 
3. RAUTA ANDREI 
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UNIU:,EA DDWCRATA •. 
MAGHIAHA DIN '.' 
llOMANIA 

1. BARA JULIU 
2. NAGY IOSIF 
3. nANYAI VASILE 
4. ADORJANI DEZSO-ZOLTAN 
5. sAcs LUDOVIC 
6. CSIRE JOSlP 
7. GYORFI VIORICA· 

lULIANA 

UNIUNEA ARMENILOR DIN 
ROMANIA 

1. VOSGANIAN VARUJAN 

GRUPAREA DE CENTRU 
"NOUA ROMANIE" 

1. nADljLESCl,;·BOTICA 
NICUL:\E 

~. ALEXB JON ,/;"" •. 
:J. HUHlIlUZACHE DAN. -"-. '> 
'I. VINCLER ANTONn)"~ . 

AU:XANDRU " ,,:" :', Il! Ii 
5. lJALACEANU~tC'O-i1ATir'Y( , 
~. BAT':JATEANU FLO~!N-PEYrRE." 
t. VARUT CONSTANT[~ ~ .... 

H. f;jERBANESCU NATAL ....... ; 
!I. MIRI$TEA MARIAN 

HI. lACINTE DAN 
11. DRAGAN V. MlRCEA 
12. VTGARU 1. CONSTANTIN 
13. IOV AN ILlE 
14. MEGULETE ION 
15. CERACEANU FLORICA 
Hi. VITAM MARIANA 
17. SALCEANU MARIN 
IH. ANUTA AURICA 
Ifi. II1EGULETB EUGENIA 

PARTlDUL UNIT 
DEMOCRAT 
AL ROMILOR 
RUDARILOR $1 
LAUTARILOH 
DIN ROMANIA 

1. STOlCA OCTAVIAN 
2. RADITA PETRU 
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P.\ WI'! [) l; L 
SOCI.\L DE,vlOCH:\T 
CHE:;;TIN ROMAN 

1. CONSTANTINESCU 
VALENTIN -VIRGIL 

~. SIPITC"\ GHEORGHE 
:::. DRAGUT P;UGEN-

ALEXANDRU 
~. BA.JENARU SORIN 
5. BORDEIANU NICOLAE 
It CARTAIJESCU CONSTANTIN 
7. DUMITRU MIHAELA 
il. CrOAR.<\. GHEORGHE 
9. GA VRILA$ CRJSTIAN 

FRONTUL POPULAR 
ROMAN 
Filiala BlIcllre~ti 

!. BUZULOIU ARTSTlDE 
2. CHENDREA CRISTINA

MTHAELA 
3. TELEOACA GH. GEORGE

L1VlU 
3. MUTHU SOREll 
4. POPESCU NICOLAl:~ 

P.\HTTDCL lVll:;iC;\J:E.-\ .. Tl!\,\H.\ 
DE;ll0CHATTF.·· 

I. PREDA FLORC,\ 

UNIUNEA BULCARA /ji~. 
DIN BANAT .( _"~:! ~, 

~e-! 

ASOCIATI.\ CULT1:HO\L.~ Fi1F') 
BULGARA DIN 1"0'1--/ 
BUCURE$TI -

I. RONKOV GHE0l10HE 

COJ\TUN ITA n:A 
LlPOVENILOR 
DIN ROMANIA 

J. PETUHOV n:ODOFl 
2. MOCENCO PETRE; 
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t'i~CR~~~lNli~OLOGIST.~;~~{~,!~j~ 
I. B,\L,\NESCU MIHAIL 
~. HOgU GIL ALEXANDRU 
3. 10NESCU ALEXANDRU 
4. PALALAU SILVIU 
3. SCARL.\TESCU GHEORGHE 
6. STX:-;CCLESCU COR;-iEL 
7. CI0130T:\ OCTAVI:\N 
S. IVM-;A 10;\N-,1LEA . 
9. PAIS ILIE 

1U. PRISTAVU NJCOLAE 
11. GHJ>UGHEL A (JREL 
1~. YGRTUI',,\ aCTA V-ANTONIO 
13. DCN,\HEA;-iU MIIIA.lL 

-n. cnOITOflU' ~1. 'OCTAVIANc' ... 
CmSTL\N 

13. POST,\ \",\RU NICOLAt: 
1 u. PF.TROSEL DULIAN 
Ii. l\iCXTEANU VIOHlCA 
In. ELlSEI JONEL 
lB. COXSTAN'TIN GHEORGHE 
~0. sn:I':\NESCU rON-TRAIAN 
~I. DUTOI DANIEL-CORNEL 
~~. l.:\SZLO GH}~ORGHE-ANDREI 
~;;. A);C;HEL. Rl:XANDRA-

.... HODIC:\ _. . 

~4. DREZEANU GHEORGHE 
23. PREDA T£ANO 
21i. KHTRCOH TONEL 
27. U::.\IENI LAURENTIU-

"ICOLAE 
~8. con::\XU CnrSTL\N 
2f1. Dn.\COESCC ELEN.\ 
ao. CHI~TL\ :\NTON 
31. .DliN.\RL\NU HODICA 
:J2. D.\:'I:ALACHE OLG.-\-SIL\"'1A 
33. 1\IOrSESCli D:\!'i-f'l.ORL\N 
:;-1. EL.\.IE.\N GHEOHGHE 
:)3. FI..UTVFlE CO:\ST.\]\;TIN 
~;O. DOG.·\HU WY\lULCS-D,\N 
37. CnIV.·\ T ~lIl'L\EL 
:W. G.WnILE:SCU C.\L1:>1 
:lU. P.·\L.-\L:\U RAZV.'\:\-ZA~TfIn 

PARTIDUL '"IT'''"= "TIGANILOR " 
DIN ROlllANIA 

1. cn,\crc:"\ COSTH 

iI" . '''' .. 
/'1 ." . , 

i i .J ,,-
""~.;..... ". 

~, 
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PARTlDUL 
NATIONAL-LIBERAl. 

1. LAZARESCU DAN 

/ 
2. BOTEZ SORIN MIRCEA 
3. BASGAN ION 
4. PASCU HORIA-RADU 
5. BEDROS NAE-PETRU 
6. GUTZULESCU IOAN 
7. NETEA VASILE-GHEORGHE 
8. GHIMBA~EANU NICOLAE

VASILE 
9. BALACEANU STOLNICI-

CONSTANTIN 
10. POPESCU BOGDAN 
11. COCEAN GHEORGHE 
I~. STERESCU NICOLAE-

VICTOR 
13. MARIN ION 
14. BADEA POPESCU

TRAIAN -GRIGORE 
15. DOBRESCU CONSTANTIN-

NICULAE 
16. IOANOVICI DORU-CRISTIAN 
17. VERUSSI ERNEST-EUGEN 
18. GAVRILA$ CONSTANTIN 
19. BRATESCU IONEL-DAN 
20. DANIELOPOLU CORNELIA-

TEOFANIA-MARIA 
21. POPESCU GEORGE-ADRIAN 
22. POPESCU PAVEL 
23. TRIFULESCU MIRCEA 
24. ADAM PETRU 
25. SCRABA RODION 
26. RIZEA VICTOR 
27. CRACIUN VASILE 
28. POPESCU CRISTIAN-MARIAN 
29. BALOC CRISTIAN-RAZvAN 
30. IVAN EMIL 
31. DINCULESCU EUGENIU 
32. DUMITRESCU RADU-STELIAN 
33. IUPCEANU NICOLAE-SORIN 
34. MOSOR MARIO-GABRIEL 
35. RADULESCU CARSTEA-RADU 
36. VLADESCU E:\lIL-MARIL'S 
37. SAVULESCU APRIL-GEO 
38. BURLACU VICTOR 
39. MANESCU JEAN-NICOLAS 

18 

PARTIDUL NATIONAL N ~
p 

PROGRESIST . 

1. IOSIPESCU ZAMBRA
ADELINA-SANDA 

2. GHIULEA MARIAN 
3. CAPRARU PETRE 

PARTIDUL MUNCII. 
Sl DREPTATII SOCIALE 
DIN ROMANIA 

I. SANDU MIRCEA 
2. DUMITRESCU .ALEXANDRU. 

FLORIN 
3. CUrUCACHE RADU 
4. GHEORGHI$AN ION 
5. RADUCANU NECULA 
6. ALB ITER GA VRIL 
7. TOFILIST TIRPE 
8. TEODORESCU BOGDAN 
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UNlUNEA I\. 
DEMOCRAT CRE$TINA ~ 

1. GRAMA MIHAIL 
2. FULGER VLADIMIR 
3. MINTULESCU $TEFAN 
4. ~TEFANESCU 

FLORINA-DOINA 
5. NEME$ lOAN-VALENTIN 
o. NORAN SEVER 
7. STANESCU CRISTIAN-. 

FLORIAN 
8. IACOB DUMITRU 
9. MU$AT ALEXANDRU 

10. PETRESCU 
GHEORGHE-OCTA VIAN 

11. DIACONU VASILE 
12. GUSEILA lOAN 
13. SIMION GHEORGHE 

11 

PARTJDUL CASA 
p.oMANA 
A EUROPEI 
DEMOCRATE 

I. cANDEA MUSCEL MIHAIL 
2. NICUL£SCU MARIN 
3. ClUCA DORU 
4. ATUDOSIE 

DONTU-ALEXANDRU 
5. TUDOH GHEORGHE 

PARTIDUL DEMOCRAT 
AL MUNCH 

1. DUMITRU CONSTANTIN 
2. MOTOC ION 
3. STAN GHEORGHE 
4. BAZAC ION 
5. $ERBANESCU CONSTANTIN 
6. UNGUREANU ·AURELIAN 
7. CHIROIU lOAN 
8. STANICA MARIN 
9. TUDOR GH. ION 

10. ANDREI CONSTANTIN 
11. SUFLEA GHEORGHE 
12. BUDULECI FLORIN 
13. VLAICU CAROL-OCTA VIAN 
14. VASILtv MIHAIL 
15. GRADI$TEANU IULIAN-

DUMITRU 
16. GITMAN GHEORGHE 
17. DUMITRU CONSTANTIN 
18. STEFAN MOISE 
19. $ERBANESCU ION 
20. FLORESCU ION 
21. $ERBAN GEORGE 
22. URSU CONSTANTIN

LAURIAN 
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PARTIDUL C(JOPI,nA TIST t:;> 
Fjlialn mun, Buc:tlrf~~t1 \.l;l) 

1. ZEHVIJ JON 
~. BERC,\ D,\;\I 
:l. CHISTU lOAN 
~. DR:\GG:\llR ION 
j. POPESCU HAHALAivIBIE 
6. lUE ADHIAN CRISTIN 
7. DAVID ALEXANDRU 
[J. OAnNE.·\ ~:ICOLAE 
9. pi\l!.)Or.OllJ IONEL 

I U. POP;\ 1\1.1 HON 
1l. ZAJlAfUA AURORA 
n O:\ICEL TRMAN 
13. TONCru VASILE 
].I. CHITU ECATEfUNA 
13. TEODORESCU E1I1I L 
IG. NASTASE GI'IEOHGm: 
17. illILITARli JON 
10. ,VIlNCru GHEORGHE 
19. ARSENTE DUMTTRU 
20. DU1IUTRU I\!IHAI 
21. TATARU lI!IHAELA-ELnRA

LUCIA 
22. SAVIN MARIUS 
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PARTJDUL ECOLOGIST
UMANIST 
FONDAT IN AHAD 

1. TOMESCU ViOHEL
ALFXANDRU 

~. orREA VASILE 

PAHTIDCL TAHANESC 
nO~IAN 

1. :\llTftOI ION . 
2. MIHALACHE DRAGO:;; 
3. STAN LIDIA 
4. MIHALACHE DORIN 
5. F'AHCA$ PETRE 
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P,\ HTIDU, UE:llOCH:\ T .;,;""" 
PHOl;nJ::SIST ;.iC~\ 

1. ZBlJRLEA 1', MIHAl 
'I VELlCL' T. t\UROH:\ 

'--.li.·.:-'1 . ...::" I 

PARTlDtJL lJNITATII 
DE:\IOCHATICE ~ 
NUCLEUL CENTHAL U\ 
BUCURESTI . P 0 

1. STANCESCU NICU 
2, CIPERE L LUCIAN 
:1. CHITlC PAUL-CORNEL 
4, PETROVIC! VASILIo: 
;i. BOER IVAN 
ij, MOLDOVEANU NICOLAI': 
7, ATANASIU DUMITHU 
ij, COD1RLA ANCA 
9, .CUATU CATALIN 

10, NEGOIl'ESCU FELIX 
II. RINDASU ION 
12, SECELEANU MIHAl 
13, FATtJLESCU STr:FAN 
14, MANESCU MlHAI 
15: GALASIU ANCA 
lB, TRICULESCU NICOLAE 
17. MARDARE ION 
18. HORCHIDAN NICOLAE . 
19. COANDA C. ION 
20. SOARE SIMA 
21. HALIPA VERONICA 
22. VATA:'"IANU PAUL-

'CONST Al'lTIN 
23, CONSTANTIN PAVEL 
24. DESPINA LUCIAN 
25. CRETEANU DANIELA-MAnIA 
26. NEGHINA ADRIAN 
27. 'NEGREA ALEXAJ\'DRU 
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PARTIDCL SOCIALIST 
AL DREPTA'PI .. 
(lNDEN:;>; lJt;ST) 

1. POPESCU DAN-ALEXA;\DRU 
~. CAZACOV F.· GHEORGHE 
:1. NICULAE AURICA 
-1. CIORTAN ALEXANDRU 
5. 10RDACHE ION 
Ii. SIMIONESCU SOTIR-PETRU 
7. BUZATU NICOLAE 

PARTIDUL 
REPUBLICAN CRE$TIN 
DIN ROMANIA . 

l. 10NESC'U RODICA 
2. RAUbE4 ARIS'fC>+'EJ. 

LISTA DE CA!'<DIDATI 
I;{DEPENDENTI 

GHINESCU ALEXA:-<DRU . 
DFtAGHICI DUMITRU 

.. 
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LISTA DE CANDIDATl 
INDEPENDENTl 

DINESCU MIRCEA 
CARAMITRU ION HORIA
LEONIDA 
HAULICA DAN 
PLE$U ANDREI 

LlSTA DE CANDIDA!I 
INDEPENDENTI 

SORESCU MARIN 
IWGEN SIMION 
CRISTESCU DAN NICOLAi:: 
CONSTANTINESCU VIRGILIC· 
I'iICULAE 

LlSTA DE CANDIDAT] 
INDEPENDENTI 

LIICEANU GABRIEL 
BAC:\NU MIHAl PETRE 
DUMITRESCU CONSTANTIN 
(TICl.') 
~I."'HCULESCU rLOflIN· 
GABRIEL 
TA:;ASE STELlAN 
r'ILlPESCU RADl: 
MARCULESCU 10A;\ 
POPA RADU 10AN
CONSTANTfN 
MILITARU POMPILIU 
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CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

DE!;lLlU BORIS 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

TRANDAFlRA CORNEL 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

PANEA ION 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

HODOIU VIOREL 

I 

21 

CANDlDAT INDEPENDENT 

RADULESCU 
NICOLAE MIHAl 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

MARINESCU NICULAE 
MARIAN 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

ZUGRA VU ZAMFIRESCU 
SIL VlU CORNELlU 

r CANDIDAT INDEPU'iDENT 

TOMA PETHU IUE STELIAN 
I . ._----_. 
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CA:'I1DIJ),\ T]:\' DEPCXDE:-\T 

\'J$TE,\XU VOHL' 

CA:'>:DIDAT ]:\DEPEXDENT 

DC":iIITJlESCU DAN VICTOn 

C.\NDlDAT INDEPENDE?iT 

GFtOZEA XICOL".E 

22. 

CAN UJD.·\T .IND£I' EXDE:,T 

Ill!IC:\ L:\L'nENTIU 

C\NDID.·\T INDEPE~DENT 

TOLSTOBH.\CfI 10. \:\' 

C\NDLD.\ T I~DEPJ::NDENT 

FUCIEC ALEXANDHU 
V.\SILE GH£OHGI-lE 
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C\;\ U[U,\T Il\DEPE;\DENT 

[,l'PU ,\l'REL 

CilNDIDAT l~DEPE!'IDENT 

ZAItN£SCU MARIA 

CANDIDA T INDEPENDENT' ~ 

SElIA $TEv'.-\N ION , 

Cll. .. ·WIDAT INDEPENDENT 

I DCMITHU VICTOR 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CANDIDAT INDEPEKDEl\T 

DEMETRESCU VULCAN 
ALEXANDRU 

CA!'iDlDA'f INDEPENDJ::;\T 

MIRESCU VALENTIN 
GAB.RIEL 

CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

KEAMTU JOAN 

23 
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• 

CANDlDAT INDEPENDENT 

MCSCALU GHEOHGHf: 

CANDlDAT 11'10. EPENDENT C'..,:;iII 
ISTRATE AUREl. F~'(I~JI, c::.... :i 

l· CANDIDAT INDEPENDENT 

ROTARU D. DANIEr. 

• 

CANDlDAT INDEPENDENT 

CANTAR JANETA 

.. , $ ( . L .. ' 

CA~DlDAT INDEPENDENT 

ALBERT ALEXANDRU 

, . 

.E . : .... d '4 ; i .:. ;, "I 0 ,i .. " I' Ii' Z, i : 

., 

CANPIDAT INDEPENDENT 

HOGEA AMET 

CI\NDlDA l' INDEPENDENT 

RADULJ<.:5CU 
MANOLE HORIA 
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